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Preface The National Task Force constituted for the implementation of SUP 

ban in India suggested the idea to conduct an expo with exhibits 

from manufacturers and traders of alternatives to plastic. This 

suggestion was made to educate people about eco-alternatives and 

provide a national forum for exhibitors to exhibit and sell their 

sustainable products. The idea was supported by the participants of 

task force meeting and subsequently Tamil Nadu had volunteered to 

organize this first of its kind National Expo in Chennai. 

Further to this, TNPCB, in coordination with Government of Tamil 

Nadu and Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change 

(MOEFCC), and  Government of India, organized the National Expo 

on Eco alternatives to SUPs and Start-up Conference 2022 on the 

26th& 27th of September 2022 at Chennai Trade Centre, 

Nandambakkam, Chennai.  The expo was instrumental in facilitating 

a conducive market environment for alternatives to plastic and to 

promote use of such alternatives and to create awareness on ill 

effects of plastic as well as on availability of alternatives, 

The expo provided a platform for around 150 entities who are into 

research and development, manufacture and sale of ecofriendly 

alternatives to plastics. The expo unveiled many innovative products 

in the eco- friendly product spectrum covering carry bags, utility 

items, apparels, footwear, wellness products, sanitary pads, cutlery 

and many more. These products are made from varied raw materials 

such as banana leaf products, fiber/ rice bran/ rice husk/ agricultural 

products, areca leaf, coir, clay, palm leaf, cloth/jute, etc.by 

manufacturers, Self Help Groups and many other start-up firms from 

18 different States of India. 

This document serves as a catalogue of the firms that participated in 

the expo presenting details on their journey so far, achievements, 

product profile and prices, locations, production capacities and plans 

for scaling up and challenges faced in the market.
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Astu Eco Pvt Ltd

Location Bangalore , Karnataka

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2017

Raw Materials Clay, Areca, bagasse, cora cotton, Steel, 

carpet, bamboo, wool

Astu Eco started with an intent to eliminate plastics in India.

Disturbed by the plastic litter everywhere and the mess of growing

garbage, the founders decided to move from being armchair green

supporters to active environmentalists by establishing Astu Eco in

2017

The startup has won the ‘National Geographic Ocean Plastic

Innovation’ challenge. The production unit being located in

Bangalore, the business is listed on 22 online market places, have

airport stores in Kochi and Bangalore and sell products in hill

stations and tourism spots. The product price ranges from INR 25 to

2500. The firm also have a Zero Waste Experiential Hub in Bangalore.

1 Production capacity- ~ 20K bags/month; ~ 1 lakh units per 

month 

Current Market- PAN India and exports to USA and Australia3

Products- wide range of eco -friendly products- for shopping, 

travelling, party, daily essentials, gifting and Tote Scarf 

(recycled PET plastic  r-pet)

2

Anitha Shankar

9845780264A1

7



Panai Olai Petti

Location Pettai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1978

Raw Materials Palm fibre

Panai Olai Petti makes a range of boxes made from palm fibre,

including “mittai petti”, “seppu petti”, and “anjarai petti”.

The company sources their raw material locally. The main challenge

they face is that during the rainy season there is insufficient sunlight

to dry their products. Their prices range from INR 5 to 8 per unit

(boxes)

1 Production capacity- 1000-1500 products per month

Products- Natural fibre products

Current Market- Tamil Nadu  

2

3

Chellammal

8438160247A2

8



Ecokarma

Location Dehradun, Uttarakhand

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Waste paper, Bamboo, Coconut shells 

etc.

1 Production capacity- Not available 

Products- Newspaper pencils, Bamboo Toothbrushes, 

Recycled paper products etc.

Current Market- Pan India

2

3

Eco Karma is an online e-commerce store founded in 2020

delivering eco friendly, biodegradable and nature friendly products.

The vision of the firm is to replace plastic products with eco-

friendly products, thereby eliminating single use plastic pollution.

The manufacturing base is spread throughout India, with locally

available materials, thus reducing the carbon footprint to a great

extent. They make eco-friendly products that are made from

scratch, or from recycled materials.

Ritika Sadana

7680979997A3

9



Veticool

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Vettiver roots

Veticool makes products like cushions, pillows, garlands, scrubbers, 

window screens, and mats from vettiver roots. 

Veticool sources their raw material from within India. Marketing is

the biggest cost in their process, and hence their biggest challenges

as well. The lowest priced product costs INR 50 per unit.

1 Production capacity- 2 tonnes/ month

Products- Cushions, pillows, garlands, scrubbers, window 

screens, and mats. 

Current Market- Tamil Nadu  

2

3

Babu

9894045389A4
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Malligai Panai Porul Angadi

Location Thiruchendur (Tamil Nadu)

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Palm leaves

1 Production capacity- Not available 

Products- Palm leaves basket, trays, boxes

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Malligai Panai Porul Angadi is a retail outlet commenced with the

motive of eliminating plastic and using alternative products made of

palm leaves.

The firm involves women organised as self help groups from rural parts

of Tirunelveli and Thoothukudi. They have a shop and a warehouse for

storage of the products. The products gets visibility mostly by

influencer marketing and social media promotions.

Grace Juliet

9976696048A5
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Namagiri Creations

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2014

Raw Materials Banana Fibre, Paper, Jute

1 Production capacity- 300 piece/month

Products- Banana fibre bags, baskets, mats, Jute bags 

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Namagiri creations was founded in 2014, with the motivation of

providing and manufacturing products based on banana fibre.

They have been manufacturing strong and durable products. They

are also in manufacturing of products made from jute and paper.

The firm has been operating with the aim of promoting bamboo

and the medicinal effects associated with usage of products made

from bananaa fibre.

Sankarasubramaniam

9842240167A6
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Holy Naturez

Location Patna, Bihar

Branches None

Year of Establishment Not available 

Raw Materials Bamboo

1 Production capacity- Not available

Products- Kitchen wares, compostable tableware, wood 

combs, toothbrush, bamboo bottles, fabric pots, paper bubble 

wraps, kraft paper tapes, paper courier bags

Current Market- PAN India

2

3

Holy Naturez was founded with a vision to prioritise nature and

nature’s benefits in order to limit the threats to the environment,

make earth a more liveable place and to promote social justice.

The products are eco-friendly and handmade and has a zero waste

lifecycle. The firm also facilitates listing of other sustainable

product companies on their website.

Vivek Choudhary

9386836488A7
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S.N. Crafts

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2014

Raw Materials Coconut shells

1 Production capacity- 2000 units/ month 

Products- Traditional sweets, products made from upcycled 

coconut shells

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

S.N. Crafts have been making and selling kamarkat, a traditional

sweet made from coconut. With increased demand for the sweet, SN

crafts was generating a considerable quantity of coconut shells as

waste which they started upcycling into various handicraft products.

While the firm is interested in providing healthy snack options to the

people, it wanted to also make sure that they reduce the waste

generated in the manufacturing process. The firm has a workforce of

15 people.

Kamarkat Srini

9789826594A8
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Bamboo Craft Hub

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Bamboo

1 Production capacity- Based on orders

Products- Bamboo containers, bags, trays and other articles

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Bamboo craft hub was started in 2019 in Chennai with the aim of

promoting products made of bamboo. They majorly outsource

their orders as of now, and are planning to setup a manufacturing

unit.

The firm supplies materials/products to major brands like Khadi,

and undertakes deliveries for events and other occasions. Public

preferences for their products have been welcoming and an

increased interest in buying bags made of bamboo over plastic is

observed by the firm.

Padmavathy

8248571267A9
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Usha Traders

Location Karaikudi, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Banana fibre, palm leaves

1 Production capacity- Based on orders

Products- Banana fibre bags, baskets, palm leaf trays

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Usha Traders was started with an aim of reducing the usage of

plastics and promoting the use of eco-friendly alternatives like

palm and banana fibre based products. They work with women

from under privileged sections in and around Karaikudi.

Usha Traders have been carrying out design related workshops

and skill building programs for women and are looking for market

platforms for expanding their business. The firm is planning to

scale up their production, reach out to a large customer base and

create impact in the lives of many more women and upskill them.

Usha K

7904544936
A10
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Shapers Packaging Design Studio 

Location Madurai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2010

Raw Materials Not applicable

1 Production capacity- Not available

Products- Customised packaging design solutions

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Shapers packaging design studio has been offering innovative and

attractive packaging designs of eco-friendly packaging products.

The firm believes that packaging is as important as the value of

the product and “Packaging done right is business done right”.

The aesthetically appealing designs for the eco friendly alternative

packaging can help in promoting and attracting the products.

Aswin Kumar

9865453827A11

17



Location Dharamshala, Himachal Pradesh       

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Jute, Bamboo, Pine, Neem     

Production Volume- 50000 to 1 lakh/ month  

Products- Tooth brushes, combs, jute bags other daily utilities 

1

2

3 Current Market- PAN India  

The production and manufacturing of the products happen in

different parts of Himachal Pradesh, Assam, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh.

The firm is primarily a Business to Business (B2B) and receive orders

from government and private entities.

Green India Company which was established in the year 2021 aspires

to be an ecosystem of sustainable products. The company adopts

Self Help Groups (SHG) in different part of the country, to train them

and acquire products from them. These products are then marketed

to different manufacturers across the country.

Green India Company  Aritra

9900083269A12
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Inithu Craft  

Location Thiruvallur, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2016

Raw Materials Coconut shells, palm leaf

Inithu craft was started passionately by Ponkothai in 2016. She has a

passion for art and craft and has been noticed for her works. They

have ventured into this art commercially and started the enterprise

alongside conducting trainings.

The art works price range from INR 100 to INR 1500 for customised

art works. The products are mostly sold through online marketing on

social media sites and through organic stalls.

1 Production capacity- Based on the orders

Current Market- Tamil Nadu3

Products- Coconut shell art, palm leaf art, Origami, macrami 2

Sri Pon Kothai

8870489138
A13
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Aardra

Location Bengaluru, Karnataka

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2015

Raw Materials Newspaper (sourced from neighbours), 

wood oils

Aardra was founded by Ms. Vidya Nag in 2015, when she realised

that her craft work is gaining popularity and demand in her locality.

The products being artesian works, the pricing is based on the

weaving, material used and the labour hours and the products price

range from INR 100 to INR 6000. The products are sold both online

as well as offline. In addition to newspaper, the start-up reuse fabric

waste for fillings. It takes initiative to train the elderly people

enabling them to engage in jobs and support livelihood.

1 Production capacity- ~ Based on the orders. Approx. 3 days 

of effort is required for a single people of art work

Current Market- PAN India and exports to Netherlands and 

the US

3

Products- Artisan products made of newspaper- for e.g., Bags, 

baskets, table, baby basin etc.
2

Vidya Nag

9845379079
A14

20



Organic B

Location New Delhi

Branches Delhi and Uttarakhand

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Bamboo, Rosewood (sourced from 

vendors and reused furniture)

Organic B is a startup by Sardar Shahrukh Kibriya and Dawar Zama

with a hope to reduce plastic waste and do good for the

environment. Though they had initially started with sale of

bamboo tooth brushes, their product portfolio includes 21

personal care products now.

While the firm source some of their products through contracts and

tie up with other manufacturers, a few other products are

manufactured in house. Most of the sales are Business to Customers

(B2C) sales and the products are sold online through their website

and some e-commerce stores and offline through certain organic

stores in south Delhi. Product prices are competitive in comparison

to plastic products.

1 Production capacity- Not Available

Current Market- Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat3

Products- Tooth Brushes, Charcoal powder, Copper bottles, 

Scrubs, Rosewood combs and other personal care
2

Dawar Zama

8506049195
A15
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Amwoodo Eco Products Pvt Ltd

Location Kolkata, West Bengal

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Bamboo, Neem wood ( sourced from 

Tripura), also use recycled aluminium in 

products

The start-up has a manufacturing unit and a warehouse and use

standard machineries for manufacturing. Sales majorly happen online

and the firm focuses on both Business to Business (B2B) and B2C

sales.

1 Production capacity- 6 lakh brushes and 2-3 lakh combs per 

month

Current Market- PAN India and exports to EU countries and 

USA
3

Products- Have a wide range of products 10 to 15 ex: 

Bamboo tooth brush, comb, pen, Shaving kit, oral care. 
2

Amwoodo was founded in 2019 with a vision to create a plastic free

ecosystem where people can use eco friendly products from day to

night in all their day to day activities.

Sourav Dey

9163181965A16
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Orgo Pads Pvt Ltd

Location: Saidapet ,Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2022

Raw Materials Bio plastics, Polylactic Acid (PLA), Poly 

Butylene Adipate-co-Terephthalate 

(PBAT) (sourced from its parent group 

Enviro)

1 Production capacity- In trial phase (currently subcontracted)

Current Market- Still in Research and Development (R&D) 

phase
3

Products- Orgo pads with patented Bio Super Absorbent 

Polymer (SAP) layer
2

Their product has layers of PLA and Bio SAP that offers high fluid

retention (10.2 times) compared to pads. Unlike other goods on the

market, the pads do not include a perfumed or printed top layer,

instead uses a soft top layer that helps to decrease skin irritation. The

product prices varies from INR 200 to 240 for regular to large sizes

for a pack of 10 pieces. The products are planned to be

commercialized by end of 2022.

With a motive to save the environment from hazards, chemicals and

plastics, reduce solid waste and provide good health to the people

Orgo Pads produce 100 % compostable and bio-degradable pads.

Balamurugan

9445670835
A17
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Punarbhavaa Sustainable Products

Location Tiruppur, Tamil Nadu

Branches Oxfordshire, UK

Year of Establishment 2013

Raw Materials Paper, Cotton, Carpet (sourced from 

Tiruppur) 

1 Production capacity- 10 million swing tags /day; 25000 

boxes/day; half a million clothing labels per day; 50000 mts of 

tapes per day; 400000 mts of elastic per day; 20000 to 30000/ 

day of bags and hangers

Current Market- Europe is the main market and are supplying 

all over the world

3

Products- recycled cotton paper and paper labels, tags, boxes , 

organic cotton and recycled bags, organic cotton and recycled 

garment label, tapes, elastic, cords, ribbons,  biodegradable 

recycled poly bags, cloth hangers

2

Punarbhavaa Sustainable products aims to revolutionise packaging

for clothing and make fashion circular in terms of raw materials used,

labelling and packaging, through use of recycled pet bottles

polyester yarn. Tiruppur, being one of the major hubs of garment, has

been seeing huge landfills of textile and packaging waste and the

business was founded to support circularity in textile industry

Currently, the cotton paper is manufactured in sheet form and the firm

wants to scale it up by producing roll forms which reduces the

production cost as well as the prices. The business focus on B2B sales

through direct marketing.

E. Sakthivel

9843016514A18
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Location Dharmapuri, Tamil Nadu         

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Cotton fabric      

Production Volume- 15000 to 20000/ month   

Products- Cloth pads- reusable and disposable    

1

2

3 Current Market- Tamil Nadu    

The firm has around 7 employees and owns 7 machineries. Their

products have seeds in them that will help in planting new saplings

on the disposal of these pads. The main challenge is in terms of

marketing their product to public.

Reboot U was started in 2018 in Dharmapuri district of Tamil Nadu.

They are into production of sustainable sanitary products for women.

They started the enterprise with a motto to serve sustainable

products that will not harm both the consumer and the nature.

Reboot U  Harini. U

7200070700
A19
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Sanal Ecoshop 

Location Thiruvannamalai, Tamil Nadu

Branches Chrompet, Chennai 

Year of Establishment 2021 

Raw Materials Cotton, Paper, Wood 

Sanal Ecoshop was started by Mr. Dakshinamoorthy Durairaj in

November 2021, with an objective to encourage sustainable living.

The primary motivation behind starting this enterprise is love for

the nature and to protect it.

The firm sells their products both online and offline. Their products

are primarily handmade. There are around 50 to 60 products that are

on hold due to lack of machineries. The major challenges for the

business currently is in terms of marketing of their products and lack

of funds for R&D.

1 Profit margin- ranges from 20% to 50% across products 

Products- Pens, bags, combs, t-shirts, maps, water bottles 

Current Market- PAN India, states other than Tamil Nadu 

forms major market

2

3

Dakshnamoorthy

9600436332
A20
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Heutetrend  Pvt Ltd 

Location Bangalore/ Chennai 

Branches Bangalore/ Chennai 

Year of Establishment 2017 

Raw Materials Paper, stubble waste, cloth      

Heutetrend was started in 2017. The firm started with the

intention to make eco-friendly products. They have shifted to eco-

friendly materials recently in the last 2 years. Most of the products

like identity card tags made of charcoal, Thirukkural calendar,

paper pencils, cloth banners, coffee mugs from stubble waste etc

are designed by their team itself.

1 No. of Products- 200+ 

Products- Stationery, garden necessities, corporate 

gifts etc.    

Current Market- PAN India  

2

3

The firm works on a profit margin of around 12% to 15% on their

products and the major portion of their sales comes from

corporate giftings.

Uma Maheswari 

9840868765
A21
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Samposhan   

Location Chennai  

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Landfill destined fabric waste 

Samposhan was started by Ms. Mamta Jain in 2019 with an

objective to use the landfill destined fabric waste from the

tailoring shops/ boutiques. They have so far been able to reuse

around 400 kgs of landfill destined fabric waste.

The major challenges faced by the business are lack of awareness

among the tailors regarding fabric reuse and funds constraints. There

is limited source segregation that happens at the production spots

which makes the conversion process expensive, time consuming and

hazardous.

1 Production capacity- Not Available

Products- Home décor, kitchenware, bags, pouches, apparel 

etc.

Current Market- Chennai

2

3

Mamta Jain 

7845017111
A22
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Traditional Artisans Welfare Society 

Location Erode, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2008 

Raw Materials Different types of fibre    

The Paarambaraiyam nala sangam is a part of the Aaruthal

Foundation (Traditional Artisans Foundation). They manufacture fibre

based footwear. They were into footwear business since 2008, they

shifted to sustainable forms of the product only in 2017.

The products are handmade with locally sourced raw materials. The

founders started the firm with leather based chappals and then

shifted to eco-friendly raw materials like fibres and are determined

to continue with the same raw-material though the profit earned

from these are lower than the conventional footwears.

1 Production Volume- 1000 chappals/ month  

Products- Fibre based chappals 

Current Market- Erode and PAN India  

2

3

Boopathi   

6382066697
A23
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The Vadali Groups 

Location Karaikudi, Tamil Nadu  

Branches 7 units all within Ramanathapuram  

Year of Establishment 2018  

Raw Materials Dried palm leaves 

The Vadali Groups was started in the year 2018. They started as a

training institute that imparts training to the residents of the

fishermen villages in and around Ramanathapuram. They slowly

started commercialising the products done by the students and now

they have expanded to 7 units in Ramanathapuram. They have so far

trained around 1000 people, primarily women.

The main distribution unit is in Karaikudi as they have the maximum

demand from there. Their employees are primarily women and their

ages range from 18 to 52.

1 Production capacity- 25000 products/ month 

Current Market- Tamil Nadu  3

Products- Purses, shopping bags, kitchen storage boxes, kid’s 

toys etc. 
2

Kasthuri

9751855500
A24
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Renew Earth - Thensuvai     

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Bamboo, paper etc 

Renew Earth - Thensuvai was founded in 2021 and they focus on

sustainable daily use products. They believe that the better

disposability of the products makes it environment friendly in

comparison to its plastic substitutes. They engage in in-house

manufacturing or reselling the final products manufactured by other

manufacturers.

The firm finds limited awareness among the public as the major

challenges for promoting sustainable products. They sell the products

through both online and offline modes.

1 Production Volume- 2000 pieces/ month 

Products- Tooth brush, comb, diary, pens etc.   

Current Market- Mostly Chennai 

2

3

Mohammad Harish 

7021971951
A25
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Arola  

Location Madurai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Bamboo       

Arola has been founded in the year 2017 by Mr. Suthagar. They

produce decorative items, tableware and other innovative gift items

using bamboo. There are a total of 3 manufacturing units. It is

comprising of 25 Self Help Group (SHGs) where primarily female

employees are involved. The raw material is mostly sourced from

Tanjore and Wayanad.

1 Production value- INR 3 to INR 4 lakh/ month  

Products- Decorative items, lamps, tableware etc.     

Current Market- PAN India  

2

3

The sales are done in both online and offline mode. The founder of

Arola also conducts trainings to upskill under privileged in making

of bamboo products. The primary challenge in the business is in

terms of marketing of the sustainable products in order to improve

sales.

Suthagar S  

9500137477
A26
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Pachaa Traders   

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2017

Raw Materials Dried palm leaves        

Pachaa traders was founded in the year 2017. They primarily

produce kitchen ware, toys and utility products using dried palm

leaves. All the products are handmade. They are a family run

business and the skill of making these handmade sustainable

products where inherited from within the family.

1 Production value- Highly varied based on demand  

Products- Kitchenware, tableware, toys etc.      

Current Market- Bangalore, Mumbai, other states   

2

3

There are around 15 people currently employed. The sales of these

products are done in their offline store only. The manufacturing

unit is currently located in Koyambedu, Chennai.

S K B Suvin Prathab   

8680876668
A27
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Passaro Handicrafts 

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2022

Raw Materials Sugarcane bagasse         

1 Production Inventory- 25 to 30 products/ day 

Products- Handicrafts like bags, wall hangings etc 

Current Market- Bangalore (Karnataka), Mumbai 

(Maharashtra)     

2

3

Passaro Handicrafts based in Chennai are one of the leading

exporters of ecofriendly biodegradable handicrafts made out of palm

leaves. Their products include storage boxes, bags, baskets, trays,

mats, toys, decorative items, festoons, business cards and wedding

invitations.

All their products are handmade and they sell their products both

in online/ offline mode. The products are made by women

belonging to SHGs from Ramanathapuram and Tiruchandur. They

are exploring the export opportunities for their products.

Karthikeyan V      

9884480980
A28
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Daya Seva Sadan 

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu  

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2012 

Raw Materials Multiple nature raw materials like 

honey, banana stem etc.          

1 Production Inventory- 25 to 30 products at any time 

Products- Handicrafts like bags, wall hangings etc 

Current Market- Bangalore (Karnataka), Mumbai 

(Maharashtra)     

2

3

Daya Seva Sadan was founded in 2012 by Dr. Soundararajan who is a

scientist from the US. My Tapas offers a set of lifestyle utility value

products that are of natural origin and eco safe. The products are

100% bio-degradable and compostable.

The manufacturing unit is located in Coimbatore with a production

capacity of 1000 units every month.

Soundararajan       

9445438876
A29
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Jagruth Tech Pvt Ltd 

Location Mysore, Karnataka     

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2016 

Raw Materials MLP         

1
Production Volume- 1 machine can produce 500kg of 

pavers per hour  

Products- Paver blocks 

Current Market- Mysore,  Karnataka  

2

3

Jagruth Tech Pvt Ltd. is an authorized plastic waste recycler &

collector approved by Mysuru City Corporation (MCC) and Karnataka

State Pollution Control Broad (KSPCB). They help plastic packaging

producers, importers or brand owners (PIBO’S), reusing plastic waste.

Their recent innovation is paver blocks made of MLP. They also have

the invented and patented the technology for producing these

pavers patented.

The firm is having their manufacturing unit only in Mysore and

they are looking to expand their base to other locations.

Darshan

9741730574
A30
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Araj Fashion 

Location Delhi     

Branches PAN India 

Year of Establishment 2018 

Raw Materials Jute, Felt        

1 Production Volume- 5 lakh units annually 

Products- Bags, file folders, decorative items etc. 

Current Market- PAN India  

2

3

Araj Fashion is an initiative taken to replace plastic bags with jute

bags for a sustainable future. The enterprise was founded in 2018

by a young entrepreneur, Ms. Monika. They are primarily based out

of Delhi and their manufacturing units are present in Mumbai,

Chennai, Punjab and Delhi.

Araj Fashion employs around 15 employees as of now. The

production is mostly outsourced to ladies who work at the comfort

of their home and the finished goods are then collected from them

for sales.

Monika

8929035447
A31
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Scrapshala  

Location Uttar Pradesh      

Branches Varanasi and online  

Year of Establishment 2016  

Raw Materials Non-recyclable plastic waste, rubber 

waste, wooden waste etc. 

Products- Home décor, garden décor, fashion accessories, 

sustainable packaging etc. 

Current Market- PAN India  

2

3

Production Volume- Not Available1

Scrapshala started its business in 2016 with a service and a product

line that could solve problem of overconsumption and help in

minimization of waste being sent to landfills. They interlink art,

creativity and waste into sustainable functional products

handcrafted by local Indian artisans.

The products are made by local artisans based in Uttar Pradesh.

They are currently part of the The Rural Technology And Business

Incubator (RTBI) and Indian Institute of Technology, Madras (IITM)

incubation centres.

Shikha Shah 

8400029536
A32
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The Naga Feather 

Location Nagaland         

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2017

Raw Materials Bamboo, wood     

One of the main challenges faced by the enterprise is in terms of

limited funding for expanding their manufacturing base and catering

to larger market. They sell their products on both online and offline

modes.

Products- Bamboo and wooden crafts, houses etc.  

Current Market- Maharashtra, Delhi, Kolkata, Italy, Venice  

2

3

The Naga Feathers was founded in the year 2017. Their

manufacturing base is primarily based out of Nagaland. They focus

on wholesale orders to hotels, resorts, government guest houses etc.

In addition to sale of the products, they also involve in training the

unemployed locals in making bamboo and wooden crafts/ products.

Ruovilhoukho 

8787505871
A33
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Saaral Enterprise 

Location Karur, Tamil Nadu         

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Cloth and cotton      

The products are currently handmade using tailor machines. The price

of the products they have range from INR 434 to INR 500 in case of

diapers, INR 900 to INR 1300 in case of adult diapers and INR 120 to

INR 265 in case of sanitary pads.

Saaral enterprise was founded in 2018 by Ms. Abirami with an

objective to make environment friendly and safe sanitary products for

women and children. She currently runs a small manufacturing unit in

Karur by employing 3 women.

Production Volume- 300- 500 pads/ month  

Products- Pads and adult/ baby diapers  

1

2

3 Current Market- Chennai (Tamil Nadu), Bangalore 

(Karnataka), abroad   

Abirami Sridhar 

8925472977
A34
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Shiva Texyarn Ltd 

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu          

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 1980

Raw Materials Fabric, cotton, canvas etc.      

Production Volume- 10 lakh metres/ month  

Products- Pads, adult/ baby diapers, bags, masks, clothing, 

cloth banners 

1

2

3 Current Market- Bangalore, Kerala   

Shiva Texyarn Ltd. is a multifaceted textile company with a strong

focus on canvas textiles and value-added products. They operate in a

range of segments from yarn and fabric to fully confected textile

solutions. Their mission is to manufacture international quality yarn

and fabric, with highest level of competitiveness on all parameters,

effectively harness and integrate all available technology across

various elements of the textile value chain and contribute to product

innovation in areas like processing and finishing.

M Arun 

8879315529
A35
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Sarthak Samudayik Vikas Evam Jan Kalyan Sanstha  

Location Madhya Pradesh           

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2008

Key initiatives Supply of waste plastic to Madhya 

Pradesh Rural Road Development 

Authority (MPRRD), 

setting of composting units, setting up of 

bio-gas units, making and supplying of 

waste paper and cotton bags to local 

shops        

The flooding in Bhopal town in the year 2008 marks the beginning of

a thought. Fifteen colonies were marooned in water leaving the

business of the town to a stand still for weeks resulting into

substantial financial loss, simply because of sewage choking due to

disposal of plastic bags in the garbage. In normal course hundreds of

animals were regularly dying by consuming plastic bags with their

food. The burning of plastic in open was a common sight resulting

into massive greenhouse gases emissions.

The project aims to scale up the plastic waste collection and

management from 5 wards to 30 wards in the city of Bhopal, in

partnership with the Bhopal Municipal Corporation (BMC) and

Madhya Pradesh State Pollution Control Board (MPPCB). This also

involves participation and institutionalization of rag pickers and SHGs

and linking them to the social security measures.

Imteyaz Ali

9826325789
A36
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Pirai Reusable Cloth Pads 

Location Sivakasi, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Cloth

Starting in 2020, Pirai Reusable Cloth Pads set out to replace the

plastic pads with cloth pads which are towel–like, meaning they

could be washed and reused. They believe this would help reduce

the stigma around pads.

The firm is planning to get laser cutting machines which would

increase efficiency of production. Their rates are comparable to

market rates of other cloth pads.

1 Production capacity- 1000 pads per month

Products- Cloth pads

Current Market- Local, and in stalls

2

3

Banumathi M

9791501445
A37
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Premier Coir Products

Location Pollachi, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2012

Raw Materials Coconut fibres

Premier Coir Products have been manufacturing coir –based

products sourced from the coconut trees of Pollachi for the past

10 years now.

The products are fully natural and do not contain any chemicals.

Prices of their products are cheaper than other alternatives. They

currently engage in online and in store sales and their efforts were

recognised by Coir Board who presented them with an award.

1 Production capacity- Based on demand

Products- Coir bags

Current Market- Pan-India, export to Canada, Spain

2

3

Mahesh

9843010886
A38
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Unaeko- Make Planet Happy 

Location Noida, Uttar Pradesh

Branches Multiple

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Waste from plastic good, bamboo, jute

Unaeko was established in 2019 with a motive to provide affordable

alternatives to plastic after seeing the rising landfills. They focus on

unique designs to ensure that packaging can be used as a product as

well.

The firm is planning to commence international export of their

products to other countries. Most of their clients are corporates.

They are looking to collaborate with tribal and rural communities to

market locally-made products as well.

1 Production capacity- Not Available

Products- Stationery, Office utility, Bags

Current Market- Pan-India

2

3

Atul Tripathi

9953775653
A39
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OG Hemp Pvt Ltd

Location Kolkata, West Bengal

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Hemp Fibre

OG Hemp have been making superior-quality, durable, Hemp

paper products since 2018, and they are recyclable up to 7 times.

They are planning to make nanocellulose biodegradable

corrugated boxes as well.

The firm has received the Small Business Award and Innovative

Startup award in 2022. They sell both to businesses and individual

customers directly and engage in both online and offline sales.

Transportation of the Hemp constitutes majority of the production

cost as it is grown only in a few states.

1 Production capacity- 2-5 tonnes

Products- Stationery, Packaging

Current Market- Spain, Europe

2

3

Shailesh Ganeriwala

9830415678
A40
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Co-operative Pottery Society

Location Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu

Branches Multiple

Year of Establishment 2002

Raw Materials Clay

Co-operative Pottery Society makes crockery, pots, jugs, and vases

from clay. They have been making traditional pots as a family

business over generations.

The main challenge they face is with respect to getting permissions

to acquire high quality sand from Tirunelveli as their raw material.

The biggest cost in their process is the fuel to fire their machines and

labour costs. The prices of their pots range from 50-100 rupees per

item..

1 Production capacity- 2000 pieces per month

Products- Kitchenware, Pots, Vases

Current Market- Tamil Nadu, Kerala 

2

3

I Malaiyandi 

9629517923
A41
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Thiyagarajan Pottery Clay

Location Vellore, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2015

Raw Materials Clay

Thiyagarajan Pottery Clay makes a variety of pottery products from

clay. For festive occasions, they also make seasonal products like

‘deepams’. They have been running it as a family business for

generations even before they became a company.

The raw materials are sourced locally with permissions. The fuel they

use for firing and labour constitutes their major costs. Their 1 kg pots

are priced at 60 rupees per unit.

1 Production capacity- 1000 pots per month

Products- Pots, Deepams

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Thiyagarajan 

8072643314
A42
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Patti Amma Palm Tree Products

Location Thoothukudi, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Palm leaves (locally sourced)

M. Sundaran started the venture in 2019 to get back to our roots

believing that dependence on natural products would enhance health,

which is evident from ancestral lifestyles.

The product prices range from INR 50 up to INR 2500 based on the

size of the basket. Their sales are mainly through offline and retail

mode. Training is provided to the villagers along with the raw

material required while the self formed groups makes these products

to earn an income. These products are durable for almost 2 to 3

years..

1 Production capacity- production is based on customer orders 

while they sell around 50 units per day

Products- Products made of palm leaves- pen stand, snack 

box, flower vase, basket, hat, fan ; clay pans, palm tree jaggery

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Sundaram M 

8056437735
A43
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ASR Exports

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Branches Two in Coimbatore and one in 

Pondicherry

Year of Establishment 2014

Raw Materials Coconut shells ( sourced from own farm)

ASR Exports manufactures and exports coconut shell products

under its brand name Kongumagal. ASR exports was started in

2014. Hailing from a farming family, they ventured into this business

of upcycling coconut shells, due to insufficient profits from their

coconut business.

The firm’s sales are mostly through online mode on social media

pages, and require funding to expand to retail business. The

products are priced similar to the plastic products and are

competitive. They have won awards such as South Indian Business

Awards and award for rural entrepreneur.

1 Production capacity- 3 lakh units per month; 10K units of 

polished products per month

Products- Coconut shell products - bird feeders, Organic bee 

vax candle, Ice cream cups, coffee cups, Plant holder, pen stand

Current Market- Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Kerala.

Exported to Bulgaria, UK, Japan, UAE, German

2

3

Radha Lakshmi

9384789229
A44
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Green Black Enterprises

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Branches One in Coimbatore

Year of Establishment 2015

Raw Materials Food grade wood ( sourced from Russia)

Whiteleaf is a health and wellness product company which ensures that

their products as well as packaging are devoid of plastic with an

intention to reduce the impacts of plastic on the environment.

Sales are done online through their website and ecommerce website

and offline through their organic stores. They also make products for

white labelling purposes. Their vision is to empower 100 employees

as an entrepreneur and to serve 2 million consumers by 2030.

1 Production capacity- car air purifier- 3000 units/month; room 

air purifier- 2000 units/ month;  bags- 15,000 units/month

Products- Ecofriendly Wellness products; 

Air- Air purifier; personal care- soap, shampoo; Enviro care-

products that require regular replacement- Toothbrush, Jute 

bags, shaving kit

Current Market- PAN India and hotel business

2

3

Mahesh K 

994625202
A45
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Ethamozhy Coir Cluster Pvt Ltd

Location Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2015

Raw Materials Bristle Coir Fibre 

Ethamozhy Coir Cluster is a joint initiative of artisans and small

entrepreneurs of Kanyakumari District and Coir Board as the Nodal

Agency.

Ethamozhy is the cluster for Kanyakumari District under the Scheme

of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI) Scheme

for Coir Industry. The products are listed on ecommerce website as

well as their website ethamozhycoirs.com. The Sales are both online

and offline which is of retail and wholesale in nature.

1 Production capacity- 1500 products/ day

Products- Coir Brooms Cleaning brushes, straw and bottle 

cleaner, Brushes, Body scrubs, Coir seeding pot

Current Market- PAN India, UAE

2

3

Krishnamurthy

9566269398
A46
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Sulochana Polyesters

Location Mumbai, Maharashtra  

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 1990 

Raw Materials PET Plastic waste

Sulochana Polyesters is a polyester filling fiber manufacturing

setup where they manufacture manmade polyester from PET

bottles. They roughly consume 8 million PET bottles every day and

the fully finished filling fiber is used for ring/ open-end spinning,

woven, non-woven and home furnishing applications.

1 Production Volume- 150,000 kg per day

Products- Recycled yarn

Current Market- Indonesia, Egypt, Vietnam, Korea, 

Bangladesh, South Africa and South America

2

3

A47

They collect their own plastic bottles and feed them into their

vertically integrated process to create recycled polyester. They can

produce 40+ colours through the dope dyed route without using a

single drop of water.

Admin

04212211824/ 5/ 6
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TGP Bioplastic Pvt Ltd     

Location Sangli, Maharashtra 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2017

Raw Materials Starch, Additives, Plasticisers, etc. 

TGP Bioplastics, which produces bioplastic granules for production

of bio-degradable bags was founded in the year 2017 with the

objective to eliminate plastics. Currently the firm has not

commercialised and is in the research and development phase.

The firm has won the runner up entrepreneurship award in 2018 and

are also currently obtaining grant from the Government of India

under the Nidhi Scheme. They have aspirations to commercialise and

expand their business across India. At present their granules are

priced at INR 230 per kg.

1 Production volume- Not applicable (research and 

development)

Products- Bioplastic granules  

Current Market- Not applicable as the business is currently a 

lab scale plant    

2

3

B1 Tejas D Zagade  

7385666996
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Pie Bags Pvt Ltd 

Pie Bags Pvt Ltd. was established in 2019 with a thought to replace

plastic products used in daily life in all possible ways and to provide

a wide range of organic, eco-friendly and recyclable products. They

are working towards their goal of “Lets recover the earth”.

They have supplied 25 lakh cloth carry bags on tender basis to the

Government of Tamil Nadu for distribution of Pongal gift hampers.

They are working towards “Manjappai thamizhagathin adaiyalam”.

They have been making cloth bags at huge numbers at cheaper

prices to contribute to the same.

Location Madurai, Tamil Nadu

Branches Madurai, Manapparai, Sivakasi, 

Rajapalayam

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Cotton, jute, paper pulp

Vigneshwar   

9843266139
B2

Production Capacity- 1 lakh bags / day 

Products- Cotton bags, Jute bags, paper bags

Current Market- Southern India

1

2

3
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Monalisa Business Solutions (MBS)  

Location Nagaland   

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019 

Raw Materials Recycled paper 

Monalisa Business Solutions (MBS) was started in June 2019 with the

objective to provide employment to the locals in and around

Nagaland. Their primary product is a paper bag, which are being

handmade at present.

The firm provides employment to women, students, jail inmates etc.

The start-up faces challenges in promoting their products and

expanding to other states in addition to the current market. They are

currently looking for funding to expand to new markets and new

products using other probable raw materials.

1 Production capacity- 300 bags/ day 

Products- Paper bags  

Current Market- Nagaland, Guwahati and Kolkata 

2

3

Anungsang Lemtor   

7005544965
B3
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Pro Jute 

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu  

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 1994 

Raw Materials Jute and cotton     

The firm Pro Jute primarily produces different types of Jute bags.

They were founded in the year 1994 and have set up their

production facility in Chennai. They produce all lifetime products

made of Jute and cotton.

1 Production Volume- 200 to 300 bags/ day 

Products- Jute and cloth bags   

Current Market- primarily South India  

2

3

The major challenge faced by the firm currently is in terms of

competition from other jute players. The attain a margin of 40% to

50% on their products through both online and offline sales

modes.

V Bhoopal 

9840023428
B4
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Ecolastic Products Pvt Ltd 

Location Hyderabad, Telangana   

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Thermaplast   

Ecolastic Products Pvt Ltd was founded in the year 2020. They

produce reusable, recyclable and sustainable substitutes to plastic.

They believe in becoming the change and passing on a world with

more eco-friendly products over plastic for future generations.

They have the compostability certificate from Central Pollution

Control Board

The price of their product is approximately INR 260/ kg. The firm is

looking to expand their market to PAN India. One of the major

challenges faced by the firm is in terms of competition from the

plastic substitutes due to lack of strict enforcement of the plastic

ban.

1 Annual Turnover- INR 4 crore 

Products- Compostable carry bag and garbage bag, pellets, 

films 

Current Market- Delhi, Chennai (Tamil Nadu), 

Andhra Pradesh 

2

3

Rajinikanth  

9849998287
B5
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Dharaksha Eco Solutions    

Location Faridabad, Haryana 

Branches None  

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Stubble waste (sourced locally) 

Dharaksha Eco Solutions is a start-up founded by a group of

engineering students. They developed an innovative replacement

for thermacoal using stubble waste called ‘parali’ and have

obtained grants from the various Government of India programs

like the Start up India, Nidhi Prayas, IPCH, etc.

Bio fabrication machinery was not prevalent in India, so they

designed the manufacturing machineries in-house. The firm has

plans to expand to 50 factories spread across India by the year 2025.

This will help the enterprise overcome the challenge of high shipping

cost.

1 Production capacity- 3 lakh units a month

Products- Honey comb packaging made from stubble waste 

Current Market- PAN India   

2

3

Rudranash Garg 

7042009908
B6
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Velmayil Enterprises

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1982

Raw Materials Paper

Velmayil Enterprises have been trading biodegradable paper

cushioning in packaging, replacing thermocol.

The firm is the trader and supplier of the product, and they prefer to

target only the market in Tamil Nadu as they already have an

established network in Tamil Nadu.

1 Production capacity- Not applicable 

Products- Paper cushioning

Current Market- Tamil Nadu 

2

3

Gopal

9842216456
B7
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Soman Enterprises

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Jute         

1 Production volume- 600 to 700 bags/ day   

Products- Jute bags of a wide variety 

Current Market- PAN India    

2

3

The firm is operating their manufacturing unit using second hand

machinery due to lack of funds.

Soman enterprises was started in the year 2021 with an objective

to run an eco-friendly business. The enterprise is run by a couple

and the production unit is located in Maduravoil in Chennai. With

its 8 employees, the business produces a wide variety of bags like

potli bags, thambulam bags, lunch bags, hand bags, travel bags,

etc.

C Nithilan    

8939949906
B8
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Green Craft Cotton Bags      

Location Erode, Tamil Nadu

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2017 

Raw Materials Cotton        

1
Profit Margin- 5% on commercial bags, 20% on designer 

bags   

Products- Cotton bags  

Current Market- PAN India   

2

3

Green Craft is planning to venture into the export market soon

and are looking for sources of funding for the same. The raw

material for their business primarily comes from Erode, Somanur,

Palladam.

In 2017, Green Craft Cotton Bags started its journey with a goal to

produce eco friendly bags that provide sustainable environmental

solutions. They are from the textile city of Erode where they have

manufacturing setup, design studio & printing unit.

Jagadesh     

9942147775 
B9
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Roha 369 Biotech Pvt Ltd      

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of 

Establishment

2022

Raw Materials Sugarcane bagasse, cereal hay, 

sawdust         

1 Production Volume- Not Available    

Products- Bio mimicry of Thermocol   

Current Market- Not Available    

2

3

ROHA Biotech from IIT Madras Bio-Incubator is developing a

biodegradable packaging material by harnessing the weaving

properties of mushroom mycelium, and by using agricultural

waste, such as sugarcane bagasse, cereal hay, and sawdust. The

bio-material thus produced, called Myco Composite, is resistant to

water and fire, and possessing great compressive strength.

The team aspires to make a substitute for thermocol and

disrupting the 50-billion-dollar packaging industry of India, while

also doing their bit for the environment by protecting marine life

from plastic pollution.

Adityasrinivas K      

9515940979
B10
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Saveglobe 

Location Bangalore, Karnataka        

Branches None    

Year of Establishment 2016 

Raw Materials Cloth and canvas    

Saveglobe is founded and headed by Mr. PVS Suhasan Reddy, and

they have been on their ‘say no to plastic’ mission since 2011 to

raise awareness against plastic pollution and enrich the

sustainability of the planet in a holistic approach. The brand has

been executed to bring awareness against the usage of plastic by

manufacturing eco-friendly, biodegradable and sustainable

products which don’t harm the planet.

The sales of the product is done both online and offline. There are a

total of 10 employees who handmake the products. One of the

major challenges is in terms of designing the products. The

manufacturing unit has an annual turnover of INR 1 crore.

Products- Corporate gift bags, Daham water bag, 

customised rice husk pillows

Current Market- PAN India   

2

3

Harika

9019115846
B11
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Paalaguttapalle Bags Pakala Mandalam

Location Chittoor, Andhra Pradesh         

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2016

Raw Materials Cloth / canvas    

This enterprise is run by a group of women from a small village

Paalaguttapalle in Chittoor District in Andhra Pradesh. They started

stitching bags to sustain their families, when droughts affected

farming. They supply their products to many conferences, events

and functions. They also make tasty pickles, free of preservatives,

using traditional recipes.

The firm is a group of 9 women who have received a very welcome

response from the market for their products. They are currently

exporting their bags. Though they had started their venture using

manual machines, these have now been upgraded to electric

machines.

Products- Drawstring bags, canvas bags,

compartment bags, pickles etc.  

Current Market- PAN India and abroad  

2

3

Aparna Krishnan 

9381598081
B12
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Corn Gaurd

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu      

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Corn    

Production Volume- Not applicable as still in the R&D 

stage  

Products- Bio-degradable packaging material 

1

2

3 Current Market- Not applicable as still in the R&D stage 

Corn Gaurd is currently at the Research and Development stage. It

was founded by a second year MSc Biotechnology student from

Karpagam Academy of Higher Education in 2021. The product is a

packaging material made of corn that will help in preserving food

material even if it is not refrigerated. They are looking to expand the

firm and commercialise production of the same.

Sundareshwari

9080865522
B13
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Elies Biotech Ltd 

Location Erode, Tamil Nadu     

Branches None, as still in R&D stage 

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Municipal waste     

Production Volume- Not applicable as still in the 

R&D stage   

Products- Bio-degradable carry bags 

1

2

3 Current Market- Not applicable as still in the R&D stage 

Elies Biotech Ltd was founded in the year 2019 by a couple who are

both doctorates in Bio-technology. Their product is a bio-degradable

carry bag made of Polylactic Acid (PLA) and Polyhydroxyalkanoates

(PHA) derived from microbes. Hence, this product is primarily

developed from municipal waste and hence are unique compared to

other bio-degradable bags made of starch.

The firm has received interest from ITC and Ramco cements for their

product as a result of attending the expo.

Aravindh

9942921613
B14
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DN Packaging

Location Hosur, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Paper

DN Packaging was incorporated in 2019 and have been manufacturing

hand-crafted decomposable paper bags and corrugated boxes.

Manufacturing both printed and non-printed paper bags they cater to

a wide variety of customized requests for bags.

The prices of bags range from INR 5 -25 per bag. Major part of the

cost of production to the tune of around 60% is spent on purchasing

the raw material. Currently after being in business for three years,

they are planning to scale up their existing business.

1 Production capacity- 60,000 bags per month

Products- Paper bag, Corrugated boxes

Current Market- Chennai

2

3

Aneesh Mohanan

8939945877
B15
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Mainetti India Pvt Ltd 

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches Multiple

Year of Establishment 1997

Raw Materials Compostable bio-plastic

Mainetti India has been an established retail products manufacturer

for years who have started producing compostable bio-plastic and

cloth bags in recent years.

The products are competitively priced due to their efficient

technology and have won multiple awards like the Tamil Nadu

Governor Award and Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) award.

They are the first company in India to get a platinum rating for their

factory.

1 Production capacity- 150 tonnes per month

Products- Cloth bag and compostable bags

Current Market- PAN India, exports

2

3

Fenny Martin

9790967846
B16
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Kruti Expedition

Location Pune, Maharashtra

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Jute, Cotton

Kruti Expedition was founded in 2018 to produce good quality bags

in attractive designs and with better utility, while creating

employment for those who need it the most. While selling

sustainable bags, they try to ensure that they help the rural workers

to become financially independent.

The firm is trying a transition from jute as the primary raw material

to cotton, local materials like Solhapuri Chadar and waste material

from cushions. They are planning to expand to more villages. They

sell their bags at INR 300-400 per bag and sell it to both consumers

and retailers through both online and offline sales mode.

1 Production capacity- 800 products per month

Products- Jute and cotton bags

Current Market- Maharashtra

2

3

Aishwarya Khaladkar

9922448851
B17
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Regeno Venture Pvt Ltd

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Branches Coimbatore and Chennai

Year of Establishment 2017

Raw Materials Vegetable starch and other natural 

extracts

Regeno Venture aims to cater to the demand for biodegradable yet

strong plastic. They produce carry bags, shopping bags, garbage

bags and other packaging material.

The firm imports raw material composed of vegetable starch pellets

from other countries and hence the raw material cost accounts for

major portion of their production cost . They have received awards

from News 18 and Puthiya Thalaimurai TV Channels. They plan to

scale up their business to respond to the increasing demand.

1 Production capacity- Not Available

Products- Carry bags, packaging material

Current Market- Maharashtra, Karnataka 

2

3

Cibiselvan

9371578575
B18
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Vanavil SHG 

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Jute

Vanavil is an SHG that produces jute bags wile providing

employment to women who need it. They were funded by Tamil

Nadu National Urban Livelihoods Mission

The firm sources their jute locally. They plan to expand their sales if

they receive funding from the government. Currently, procurement

of raw material forms the major portion of the overall cost of

production. They sell their products online as of now.

1 Production capacity- 200 bags per week

Products- Jute bags

Current Market- Chennai

2

3

R Thilagam 

9805012013
B19
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Ruhvenile Biomedical

Location Delhi

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2015

Raw Materials Not available 

Ruhvenile Biomedical has developed a biopolymer called Bioplabean

which offers protection from UV rays. This can be used by farmers

and consumers to store fruits.

Procurement of machinery is the costliest component of their

manufacturing process. Their raw material is commonly available and

can be sourced locally. They have been funded by Biotechnology

Industry Research Assistance Council. They only do B2B transactions.

1 Production capacity- Not applicable 

Products- Biopolymer

Current Market- Delhi

2

3

Rajkumar Halder 

9805012013
B20
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Sanchi Bags

Location Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2016

Raw Materials Jute and cotton (sourced from Kolkata)

Sanchi Bags was founded in 2016 by young professionals with an

aim to reduce consumption of non-degradable material as much

as possible.

The products are sold on online platforms (website and ecommerce)

and through their retail store. The products are handmade by

women organised as SHGs, who are trained and provided raw

material for production.

1 Production capacity- 30,000 bags per month

Current Market- PAN India3

Products- Jute Bags, Cotton Bags, Customised bags, Laptop 

bags, Customised ID cards of Jute, Jute Files
2

Safar 

9995463481
B21
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Mass Apparel and Designs

Location Trichy, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Jute and cotton (sourced from Kolkata, 

Andra Pradesh and Chennai )

Mass apparels and Designs are manufacturers and suppliers of jute

and cotton bags. It was founded in 2019 with a focus on eco-friendly

packaging alternatives. They primarily sell to businesses with a

minimum order requirement of 100 units.

The products are sold through both online (social media) and offline

modes and the product price ranges from INR 40 to INR 800 per

bag. The firm is also using digital marketing on social media websites

and Youtube to market their products.

1 Production capacity- 2000 bags per month

Current Market- PAN India and exports to USA, Singapore, 

Australia, Malaysia and UAE

3

Products- Jute Bags, Cotton Bags2

Anbarasan Vijay

8939597369
B22
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A&B products

Location Trichy, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Paper and gum ( sourced from 

Coimbatore and Shivakashi)

A&B products was founded 2021 by an NRI who wanted to start a

business in India. After reviewing multiple probable product

offerings, the business dealt with eco-friendly products such as

paper carry bags, bags, cake boxes etc. They at present have 4

machines run by 3 employees.

The products are majorly sold on India mart and through direct sales.

Being a member of Business Network International (BNI) helped in

getting references for sales. The product price are in the range of

INR 55 per kg for cover paper, INR 5 to 15 for paper bags and INR

2.5 to 40 per box. They face challenge of competition from plastic,

lack of labour availability.

1
Production capacity- ~covers (25000/day); Bags ( 2500 /day); 

Boxes (1500/day)

Current Market- PAN India while concentrated in Tamil Nadu3

Products- Paper covers, paper bags, cake box, sweet box2

Balasubramanian K

6379985988
B23
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Sai Varalakshmi Packaging

Location Salem, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Cotton, Jute (Sourced from Erode)

Sai Varalakshmi packaging is a family run business who were into

fabric business. The firm later decided to diversify their family

business and ventured into biodegradable products, focusing on

cotton bags.

The business currently have a daily sales of 1500 unit, which are sold

offline through direct marketing. The prices for cotton bags range

from INR 8 to 60 while the prices for jute bags range from INR 70 to

150. The bulk of the cost of production is spent on procurement of

raw materials . The company has plans on diversifying its product

portfolio.

1 Production capacity- ~2000 units/day

Current Market- Southern India (Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, 

Kerala)
3

Products- Cotton bags, jute bags2

Vignesh Vikram

9843166777
B24
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Location Telangana        

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Corn starch      

Production Volume- 25 tons/ month  

Products- compostable carry bags, garbage bags etc.   

1

2

3 Current Market- PAN India   

The major challenge currently is in terms of the cost of the product

compared to its competitors. The installed capacity of machineries

remain only partially utilized due to inadequate demand.

Sprucegel was founded in 2019 and their main product is

compostable bags as a replacement to plastic carry bags. The start-

up has its manufacturing unit in Telangana and it is are currently

focusing to cater to the demand generated from the states where

SUPs are currently banned. They are certified with CPCB for

compostability.

Sprucegel  Dr. Premnath Basa

9346013603
B25
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Technicon Automation Solution Pvt Ltd

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches Chennai- marketing office, Noida-

machinery and end products manufacturing 

plant

Year of 

Establishment

2007

Raw Materials Bagasse (in-house raw material)

Technicon automation solution which was started 15 years ago,

ventured into providing bagasse based solutions in the last 7

years. The firm provide both bagasse based products as well as

machineries for manufacturing such products.

Major mode of sales is offline through direct marketing and focusses

on Business to Business sales to corporates and hotels. The product

prices ranges from INR 2 to 25 per unit and their turnover is around

INR 5 to 10 Cr.

1 Production capacity- ~ 10 tons/day

Current Market- PAN India and exports in Australia, UAE, US, 

EU countries

3

Products- Machinery manufacturers, raw material provider for 

bagasse corn starch, Biodegradable food containers, Bio 

degradable Bags

2

P.V Vithyanand 

9600092844
B26
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Evergreen Industries

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1999

Raw Materials Areca leaf (Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and 

Kerala) and Tapioca from Salem

The firm was started by N Paventhan in 1999 as an initiative to

promote environment friendly products with areca leaf plates. The

firm initially started trading these products and later entered into

manufacturing of products in 2000.

Evergreen Industries currently sell both products and machineries

and provide adequate training to use the machineries. The

production of the area leaf product costs approximately INR 3.50 and

is mainly sold offline through direct marketing. It is one of the

leading supplier in Chennai and has provided services for major

hotel chains and events.

1 Production capacity- ~  1000 units per machine

Current Market- Supply of machineries in south India; 

exported to Bhutan. Product has market in India and exports to 

UK, US and UAE

3

Products- Machinery manufacturers for areca leaf products , 

Areca leaf plates and cutleries; Dine in products; Cloth covered 

bags

2

N. Paventhan

9952095031
B27
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Ecocushion paper

Location Mumbai, Maharashtra

Branches Warehouses in Bangalore, Chennai, 

Kolkata and Bombay

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Paper (Sourced from India, Europe and 

US) 

To bring in environmental friendly product alternatives for bubble

wraps, the family owned company Eco cushion paper was founded in

2021 and are among the pioneers in the product.

The packaging compared to traditional bubble wrap, saves money

for shipping and transporting and increases operational efficiency.

The product is economical and has more than 3000+ clientele. The

products come in both white and brown coloured paper. Their sales

are majorly to businesses and are sold through online e-commerce

and network of resellers. The price varies from INR 200 to INR 1800

for 50 m to 300 m rolls.

1 Production capacity- ~ Based on the orders

Current Market- PAN India and Exported to US, Europe and 

UAE 

3

Products- Machineries and Eco cushion paper ( honeycomb 

paper)
2

Varsha Agarwal

9810308922
B28
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GW Impex Pvt Ltd

Location Tirupur, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2009 

Raw Materials Cellulose

1 Production capacity- in R&D phase

Current Market- Global market ( still in R&D phase)3

Products- Cellulose products - Air allowing (Breathable) 

Water Resistance Film; pellet chips; Bio Resin; 3D printing 

Filament; Breathable and non breathable sealable paper 

coating; food packaging; Yarn coating; fabric coating; Muslin 

teabags

2

GW Impex Pvt ltd which started as a textile business in 2009, wanted

to have create and impact in the society and diversified into the

business of bio polymer products which are made of cellulose.

The products price range is around 20% higher than the substitutes

and is expected to become competitive with higher scale of

production. Some of the products that are currently in pilot stages

would be commercialised soon by end of 2022 (includes food

packaging and paper coating). After a decade long research and

development, the products are patented by the company.

Sureshkumar

9842221335
B29
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Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2007 

Raw Materials Banana, bamboo, gongura, aloevera, 

vetiver etc.    

Production Volume- 500 metres/ month 

Products- Sustainable fabric made from natural fiber, utilities 

made from dried palm leaves 

1

2

3 Current Market- PAN India, Japan, Australia 

The cost of the natural fabric is round INR 450/ meter. The

sustainable fabric seems to be the future and investors from around

the globe are interested in the same. The firm employ SHGs for

producing their products.

Ananafit

Ananafit is run by third generation of traditional weavers. They

specialize in weaving fabric made from natural fiber. They are based

out of Chennai. Ananafit has around 10 employees including tailors

and skilled laborers for other miscellaneous work, and they make

handwoven 'herbal' sarees, eco-friendly jeans, fabrics from 25 varieties

of natural fibre and handmade products like bags and baskets

Sekar C

9841541883
B30
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Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Jute     

Production Volume- 10000 pieces/ month  

Products- Bags, pouches, purses, wall hangings, shopper’s 

bag etc.

1

2

3 Current Market- Coimbatore, Madurai, Karur, Chennai 

Women empowerment has been one of their primary objectives. The

SHG plays a pivotal role in the development and reskilling of the local

women.

Muthukumaran SHG, five-member team was started in the year

2019. They specialize in jute products. They also run an institute that

trains women and disabled in the same. The Institute of Tailoring Arts

and Crafts was established 20 years ago and is located in Chennai.

Muthukumaran SHG Chitra Lingeshwaran 

9944433564
B31
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Jayamurugan Packaging Industry

Location Kanchipuram, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Imported Paper, Virgin Indian made 

paper, recycled paper (sourced from 

Bangalore, Chhattisgarh, Delhi and 

Sivakasi

Jayamurugan Packaging was started in the year 2019 and he shifted

from the core manufacturing industry to manufacturing of

alternatives. He focuses on production of paper bags and has a wide

variety of paper bags.

They sells their products online through India Mart and other

ecommerce sites while offline sales is done through wholesalers and

direct marketing. They have an a manufacturing plant in

Kanchipuram. The product prices range from 40 paise/ carry bag to

INR 14 per carry bag.

1 Production capacity- 15 tonnes/month

Current Market- PAN India3

Products- Cake Bags, Shopping Bags, Self opening sacks(SOS) 

bags, Butter pouches and covers, Brown pouches and covers, 

Butter Sheet

2

A Jayakumar

7010491523
B32
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Plastic Free Madras

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Sourced from Vendors

Most of the products are traded from the established vendors as well

and the products of plastic free madras are a result of collaboration

with small scale industries and women empowerment and all products

are made in India. They have also started an ecommerce platform for

their products.

1 Production capacity- Not available 

Current Market- PAN India and has exports to Columbia and 

Europe

3

Products- Dental care, personal care products, Restaurant 

packaging, wooden cutlery, PLA cutlery, cloth bags, PLA 

garbage bags.  

2

Pradeep Sekar

9840103282

Plastic Free Madras is a non profit organisation which was started

with a mission to save the world from plastic pollution and its toxic

impact on all life and the environment by growing alliance with

individuals, businesses, policy makers, and organisations. The firm is

a group of business consultants providing solutions and research for

plastic related problems and alternatives

B33
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Zerocircle Alternatives Pvt Ltd

Location: Mumbai, Maharashtra 

Branches Pune- R&D

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Edible and non edible sea weed  

(sourced from Maharashtra, Gujarat and 

Tamil Nadu)

1 Production capacity- Not available 

Current Market- Not yet commercialised3

Products- Sea weed packaging- Food packaging, future food, 

shoe soles, Textiles, Medical and life science, Courier 

packaging)

2

The product doesn’t emit methane on degradation. The products are

primarily sold to other businesses through both online and offline

modes.

Neha Jain being in corporate field left the job in soul search and

purpose tried her stints in many business and discovered the issues

impacting climate change and pollution cannot be significantly

reduced by individual choices and needed change from top. The

resources needed to be regenerative, scalable and socially inclusive as

well as industry compatible. Ocean being the largest resource on the

planet instead of turning it into a dump yard wanted to harness the

power of ocean and the seaweed to make building blocks of future.

Neha Jain

9820073780
B34
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Shree Navkar Polymers- Unit II

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018 

Raw Materials Paper (sourced from Delhi, Pune and 

Tamil Nadu)

Navkar is one of the pioneers in the field of printing and packaging.

The firm have been in the packaging industry since 58 years and

entered the paper bags industry after the plastic ban.

The paper bags price ranges from INR 4 for normal bags to INR 13 for

the customised bags. The firm has fully automated state of art

machinery to meet the customised demand. Their product portfolio

includes shopping bags, flat and grease resistant pouches,

celebrations bags, retort pouch.

1 Production capacity- 1 lakh bags/day ( 2 tonnes per day)

Current Market- PAN India and also exports to UAE, 

Singapore and Malaysia

3

Products- Paper bags2

Darshan Mehta

9600058838
B35
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Photon Enterprises

Location Telangana

Branches 4 production units in Telangana

Year of Establishment 1999

Raw Materials Jute ( sourced from Chennai, Andhra 

Pradesh, Kolkata) and Cotton ( sourced 

from Erode)

Photon Enterprises have been in the industry for the last 2 decades

manufacturing jute bags/seminar bags, folders, files which are

majorly supplied to universities and institutions.

-

. 

1 Production capacity- Cotton bags- ~5000 units/month

Jute bags-~ 10,000 to 20,000 units/month

Current Market- PAN India

and USA

3

Products- Jute bags, Cotton bags2

The product price varies from INR 60 upto 2000 per product and the

tenders remain the main channel for sales as they are only into offline

marketing and sales.

Shakeel Ahmed

9701877779
B36
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Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu         

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2007

Raw Materials Foam, cotton     

Production Volume- 3000 bags/ month   

Products- Bags, handbags, travel bags, stuffed toys etc. 

1

2

3 Current Market- Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

The production of the products are primarily run by women and

hence have a significant impact on the livelihood of the local women.

All their products are handmade.

Sri Kamalai SHG has utilities and travel accessories made of foam and

cotton. They are a 4 member team and operate out of a small shop in

Sowcarpet, Chennai. They have around 4 tailoring machines and they

primarily focus on different types of bags.

Sri Kamalai SHG Sornalakshmi

9150719928
B37
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Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2015

Raw Materials Cotton, cloth     

Production Volume- 10000 paper bags/ month, 5000 cloth 

bags/ month   

Products- Paper bags, cloth bags

1

2

3 Current Market- Chennai 

Malargal SHG was started in the year 2015 and has grown to a 12-

member team at present. The SHG makes handmade bags made of

paper and cloth using 4 machineries. The raw materials for the

products are procured from Sivakasi, Tamil Nadu.

Malargal SHG Lakshmi

7358274443
B38
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Fuma Labs Pvt Ltd

Location: Pune, Maharashtra 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Crop waste ( sourced locally) remains of 

paddy fields, wheat, barley, mustard and 

sugarcane (bagasse) cultivation

1 Production capacity - 3,000 kg of pulp per day and produce 

30 boards on a pilot basis

Current Market- products are sold pan India and services are 

offered globally  
3

Products- Particle board, Pulp and Paper ( customised 

packaging- moulded packaging, paper products, packaging)

2

Fuma Labs was founded in 2018 with a vision of having zero organic

waste and to manage crop waste and promote use of crop waste to

develop sustainable solutions. The firm developed particle boards

manufactured using crop waste to replace normal plywood to deal

with high costs and heavy imports for the conventional plywood.

The firm utilizes crop residue to develop engineered green particle

boards, Medium Density Fibre boards etc. using a formaldehyde free

adhesive. This also paves way in providing farmers an additional source

of income and reducing the air pollution arising out of burning crop

waste. The product portfolios also include other eco-friendly products

such as watch covers, cutlery, envelopes and bottle packing bags.

Shubam Singh

8839490374
B39
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Chalk Store

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Jute

1 Production capacity- 300-500 bags / month

Products- Jute bags, Library bag holders  

Current Market-Tamil Nadu 

2

3

Chalk Store is an NGO in coordination with women Self Help groups

have been making products made of jute. The Non government

organization (NGO) give employment opportunity to women

belonging to the underprivileged section of the society.

The NGO have also been carrying out design related workshops

and skill building programs for women and are looking for market

platforms for expanding their business. They aspire to scale up

their production, reach out to a large customer base and create

impact in the lives of many more women and upskill them.

Ramya

7639144588
B40
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Natur Tec India Pvt Ltd

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2013

Raw Materials Bio polymers, Polylactic Acid (PLA),

poly(butylene adipate-co-

terephthalate)PBAT

1 Production capacity- 40 Million bags/month

Products- Bio plastic bags, Compostable packaging 

accessories, Bio Polymer granules

Current Market- Pan India

2

3

Natur Tec India is based out of Chennai, mainly involved in

production of sustainable packaging (Bio plastics). They also supply

bio polymer granules as raw materials to other players for

manufacturing of Compostable bags.

The firm has an inhouse manufacturing facility in Chennai and

have been working with some of the major apparel brands for

garment packaging. They have also collaborated with some major

quick service restaurants to provide paper cups with PLA coatings

and have been working towards circular economy to reduce the

reliance on virgin feedstocks.

Sunder Rajan

9840641731
B41
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Geo Care Products

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2003

Raw Materials Jute, Paper

1 Annual Turnover: 50 Lakhs

Products- Jute bags, Files and folders, Gift boxes

Current Market- Tamil Nadu, exports to countries like 

Australia and France

2

3

Geo care products is a known manufacturer of various products

made on jute. They have been making durable products including

jute pouches and folders which are well received by the consumer.

The firm receives orders in bulk quantities and exports their

products to Australia and France.

Geo Care Products is registered as a small scale industry, backed with

good infrastructure to cater to their orders. In order to expand the

business and bring in more innovation in the field of manufacturing

eco-friendly alternatives to plastic, they are planning to engage

more into research and development.

J. Kughanandam

9952912477
B42
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Invoviron Industries Trading Pvt Ltd

Location Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Keratin from animal processing

Invoviron Industries produce India’s first 100% bio-degradable

biopolymer resins. The cost of this is comparable to conventional

plastic pellets and can be used in conventional machineries.

Biodegradable polymer was not available in India and used to be

costly to import. The raw material is sourced locally from

Maharashtra and Haryana, which accounts for most of their costs.

They have received a loan from the Startup India seed fund.

1 Production capacity- Not applicable 

Products- Biopolymer resins

Current Market- Gujarat, Maharashtra 

2

3

Sarthak Gupta

9997899563
B43
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Gallery of Patches Impex Pvt Ltd

Location Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2012

Raw Materials Paper

Gallery of Patches Impex Pvt Ltd was established in 2012 and

started manufacturing paper straws and paper bags in recent years

as a replacement to plastic ones.

The firm is limited to in-store sales now and are priced at

competitive prices compared to similar alternatives available in the

market.

1 Production capacity- Half a million straws and 3 lakh 

bags per month

Products- Paper straws, paper bags

Current Market- Pan-India

2

3

Suresh Jain

9810835303
B44
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Green N Flexi

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Seaweed Algae

Green N Flexi was incorporated in 2020 with the aim of producing

edible and biodegradable packaging. The packaging products are

made of seaweed algae, and the firm wants to ensure that no

animals would be harmed upon consuming this packaging once it is

disposed as waste.

The entity plans to enter into production phase once certification for

edibility is received. They are trying to establish separate cultivation

for seaweed algae. They are one of the very few companies in India

to produce edible packaging for liquid products.

1 Price- 60 paise per unit

Products- Edible food packets, covers

Current Market- Production not started

2

3

Premnath

9789034558
B45
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Om Sam Industries

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2014

Raw Materials Cotton

Om Sam Industries produce bags made from cotton and paper.

They make customised bags for global corporate clients as well.

The firm sources their raw material from Erode, and that is their

biggest cost as well. Their bags range from as INR 6-95 rupees per

unit.

1 Production capacity- 50000 bags per month

Products- Cotton and paper bags

Current Market- Tamil Nadu, Corporate clients from PAN 

India and global   

2

3

S Aruna

9677270294
B46
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B47

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu          

Branches Mumbai, Maharashtra 

Year of Establishment 2012

Raw Materials PLA        

Production Volume- 300 metric tonnes/ month      

Products- Carry bags, disposable bags, disposable 

straws, 3D printing etc.     

1

2

3 Current Market- Tamil Nadu, Mumbai   

They are planning to expand their capacity to 600 metric tonnes/

month by the first quarter of 2023.

Advance Bio –Material Co Pvt Ltd have been producing compostable

and bio-degradable granules which serves as raw material for

compostable bags, cutlery, 3D printing etc. They use PLA for the

manufacturing of the granules and have around 50 employees at

present. They have received the certification for compostability from

the Government.

Advance Bio- material Co Pvt Ltd Hitesh

8080209351
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B48

Location Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh           

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials PBAT, PLA       

Production Cost- INR 15- INR 17/ Kg 

Products- Carry bags, pouches, kirana bags, garbage bag      

1

2

3 Current Market- Punjab, Chhattisgarh, Tamil Nadu, Uttar 

Pradesh    

These bio-plastics have the same capacity as plastics and are cheaper

than plastic. They also melt with dichloromethane released from

sludge and hence prevents sewer blockages. The firm is looking to

explore bio-degradable crockery.

Udaan Biopacks were started in the year 2021. The manufacturing

unit of the firm is located in Bareilly. The total number of employees

in the firm are 7. Their primary motivation to start the firm is the

market scope for bio-plastics and the need to protect the

environment.

Udaan Biopacks Harshit Agarwal 

9927005100
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Abhyudaya B49 Abhyudaya Daniel

9885278971

Location Hyderabad, Telangana  

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2021 

Raw Materials Sal leaves

Abhyudaya makes eco-friendly plates and bowls from Sal leaves.

They were motivated to make nature-based products seeing the

increase in cancer patients, harm caused to animals, and pollution

in water bodies due to plastic.

1 Production Volume- 6000 plates, 2000 bowls per month

Products- Eco-friendly plates and bowls 

Current Market- Telangana, Karnataka, Punjab, 

Tamil Nadu   

2

3

They started their enterprise by getting funding under the PMEGP

and MSME schemes. They produce their products in collaboration

with NGOs. The main challenge they have faced so far was the fall

in demand due to the Covid lockdown.
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Joanna Leaf Plates 

Location Dindigul, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2015

Raw Materials Areca    

Joanna Leaf Plates is a manufacturer of Areca leaf plates and

associated machinery. They had commercialised their operations in

2015. They primarily focus on plates and cutlery that is made of

Areca and the machinery for the same was invented by them for

which they obtained a patent.

1 Production Volume- 1 lakh plates/ month and 20 machines/ 

month  

Products- Plates made of Areca  

Current Market- PAN India, UK, US   

2

3

The firm targets to increase the production units.

Alagappa Vishwa  

8610317774
C1
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Brown Reed Agri Waste Innovations Pvt Ltd 

Location Bangalore, Karnataka 

Branches Madurai, Thoothukudi, Nagercoil (Tamil 

Nadu), Kasaragod (Kerala) 

Year of Establishment 2019 

Raw Materials Coconut tree leaves 

The brown-reed Agri-waste innovations started their business in

2019 with the objective to make degradable straws. They make

bio-degradable straws using coconut tree leaves. They also have

invented their own machinery to produce these straws.

The technology for producing bio-degradable straws was invented

by Dr. Sajee Varghese. Currently, they are making a 3 layered straw.

The major challenge faced by the firm is in terms of the delay in

obtaining the patents for the technologies invented by them which

cause delay in commercialisation of the product.

1 Production Volume- 10,000 units/ day  

Products- Bio-degradable straw   

Current Market- PAN India and abroad 

2

3

Chirag M G 

9902003239
C2
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Ozair Manufacturer  

Location Muzzaffarpur, Bihar  

Branches None 

Raw Materials Corn husk       

Ozair Manufacturer was founded by Mr. Naaz Ozair. He is a M.Tech

graduate who gave up his career in the corporate to innovate

something eco-friendly that will be a sustainable substitute to plastic.

He has invented a machine that can make strong table ware from

corn husk.

1 Price of product- INR 2 per piece  

Products- Tableware, bags etc.    

Current Market- Bihar  

2

3

The manufacturing unit is currently located in Muzzaffarpur, Bihar.

The current sales volume of the manufacturing unit is around 2050

pieces/ day. The firm is looking to expand its business by venturing

into other products like straw and using other sustainable material.

The founder has ideas for around 100 items to substitutes to

plastic.

Naaz Ozair  

7979758241
C3
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Vir Naturals Pvt Ltd

Location: Kochi, Kerala

Branches Kerala, Telangana

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Rice Bran, Wheat bran ( sourced locally)

1 Production capacity – manufacturing plant in Kochi produces 

1000 plates per day while the plant in Telangana produces 1 

lakh straws per day

Current Market- Straws in Europe and Plates in India3

Products- Biodegradable wheat bran Plates, Rice Straw2

The products are completely biodegradable and partially edible. The

firm takes bulk orders through direct marketing while retail sales are

done through online e-commerce platforms and their website. The

product price for the large plates is INR 10, small plates is INR 5 and

the straws being INR 1 per unit.

Working abroad the founder seeing the waste dumped was motivated

to utilise the agricultural waste to produce something useful. The

product came into existence as a replacement for the current

disposable plastic utensils.

Vinayakumar

8590975777
C4
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Kuber Packaging Industries Pvt Ltd    

Location Hyderabad, Telangana

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Sugarcane Pulp        

1 Production Volume- 70 to 80 tons/ month   

Products- Kitchenware, tableware   

Current Market- PAN India    

2

3

Kuber packaging was into the conventional plastic packaging

business they have ventured into its sustainable alternative in a

time when it is most needed for the environment.

Eco-Pak, is the sustainable packaging wing of Kuber Packaging

Pvt. Ltd. They started in 2019 with an objective to produce

sustainable packaging material. The products include kitchenware,

tableware, straws etc. The prices of their products range from INR

1 to INR 12 per unit.

Uchit Gupta       

9989119901
C5
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Avinashilingam  University 

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu    

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019 

Raw Materials Starch and millets         

1
Production Volume- Not applicable as the firm is still in the 

R&D phase 

Products- Edible film and tableware 

Current Market- Not applicable as the firm is still in R&D 

phase  

2

3

The Department of Food Science and Nutrition of the

Avinashilingam Institute for Home Science and Higher Education for

Women has come up with an innovative solution to disposable

plastic cups. They have developed edible cutlery and film that can

be used for serving food.

This technology used was founded by the professors and

students of the food science department. They identify lack of

awareness as the major challenge in promoting for eco-friendly

products.

Rajeshwari

8667029420
C6

113



Evlogia Eco Care Pvt Ltd  

Location Bangalore, Karnataka        

Branches None   

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Dried palm leaves and coconut tree 

leaves 

Evlogia Eco Care Pvt Ltd was started in the year 2018. The primary

product produced by the enterprise is organic single use drinking

straws. Their motivation is to replace plastic and paper straws with

degradable straws. The manufacturing of the same is primarily done

by women.

The price of their straws is around INR 1.5 to INR 3. Their main

customers are restaurants and catering businesses. The firm has

around 25 members team and their major challenge has been that

of raw material availability.

Production Volume- 500 units/ day 

Products- Bio-degradable straws 

Current Market- PAN India   

2

3

1

Manigandan  

9886731232
C7

114



Varsya Eco Solutions Pvt Ltd    

Location Bangalore, Karnataka        

Branches Trivandrum (Kerala), Mumbai 

(Maharashtra), Ghaziabad 

(Uttar Pradesh)

Year of Establishment 2020 

Raw Materials Sugarcane waste (Bagasse), mud, 

paper, areca etc.   

Varsya Eco Solutions Pvt Ltd. started its operations in 2020 by a

couple who moved to India to become eco entrepreneurs. They are

primarily resellers who procure their products from manufacturing

units in Gujarat and Uttar Pradesh.

The business currently focuses on supplying their products to

hotels, corporates, hospitals, etc. The firm is setting up

manufacturing units in other parts of Uttar Pradesh and Gujarat as

well. In Tamil Nadu they are planning to set up a unit in Tirunelveli.

Major challenges faced by the business are in terms of the cost of

their final products.

Products- Stationary made with recycled waste paper, 

sugarcane waste, food packaging material, craft paper 

containers, white board etc,  

Current Market- PAN India   

1

2

Nitheesh Sundaresan  

8139899988
C8
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A&M Agencies  

Location Mumbai, Maharashtra        

Branches Marketing and Sales across the globe 

Year of Establishment 1918

Raw Materials Wooden pulp     

Production Volume- 60 tons/ day   

Products- Food grade paper that can used in microwave 

too  

1

2

3 Current Market- PAN India and abroad  

A&M agencies is primarily focused in producing food grade paper.

They are a global player and have been a market leader in the

industry for over 104 years. They started out the business in waste-

paper and later on have moved on to food grade paper. They have

recognitions from national and international authorities like CFTRI, US

FDA, BS1820 etc. Their customers are spread across the globe. They

source their raw materials for the same from the forests in various

parts of the globe.

Courtalla Nathan N

9443747149
C9

116



Swadeshi Mandir 

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Coconut Coir Fibre, Turmeric, Clay

Swadeshi Mandir was established in 2018 with an intent to create

completely organic, indigenous and vegetarian products for day-

to-day use. Their mission is swadeshi, self-sustainability,

agricultural sustainability and ecological balance.

The production happens at a village level, and hence are able to

competitive prices. They mostly engage in business to business sales

and perform online delivery of their orders. The biggest component

of their costs are packaging costs.

1 Product range- Around 3000 Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) 

Products- Herbal supplements, Healthy snacks, Cosmetics etc.

Current Market- Pan India

2

3

Shreyans Deora

9710112341
C10

117



Bio Craft Innovation Pvt Ltd 

Location Noida, Uttar Pradesh 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Bamboo polymer fibre

Bio Craft Innovation was established by a polymer engineer who

wanted to take advantage of bamboo produce in India, which is the

second largest in the world. They use bamboo fibre granules to

replace plastic in injection moulding machines without making any

other changes to the original machine.

The firm is setting up a factory in Assam to meet the demand from

various parts of India. Research and development for the process is

cost intensive, and only gives results incrementally. They have

received funding from the National Bamboo Mission and Uttrakhand

State Mission so far.

1 Production capacity- 100 tonnes per month

Products- Injection moulding granules

Current Market- Pan India, abroad 

2

3

Anubhav Mittal 

9818288803
C11
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Shree Vignesh Scoring Works

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Branches One in Coimbatore

Year of Establishment 1999

Raw Materials Wheat, Maida, tapioca starch

Shree Vignesh Scoring Works which started in 1999 were into the

manufacture and supply of paper cup and manufacturing machineries

for such cups. Anticipating that paper cup may not be permitted in

market in future, they came up with eco-friendly products after 5 years

of R&D.

The firm sells to both businesses and consumers through offline

sales and sell around 5000 units per day. Their product price ranges

from INR 3.20 to INR 7 per unit. The products require no recycling

and will get are biodegradable in 35 days.

1 Production capacity- 15,000 units/day

Current Market- Tamil Nadu and exports3

Products- Edible Tableware; Starch Tableware2

PC.Muthaiya

9442266691
C12
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Emmanuel Engineering Works

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu 

Branches Madurai, Tamil Nadu 

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Mud

Emmanuel Engineering Works manufactures machines which

produce mud cups which can be used as teacups.

Currently they only sell machinery to industries, but they plan to

begin manufacturing of cups for direct business to customers sale.

Production and logistics contribute the most to the overall cost of

production and distribution. The firm is planning to patent their

technology.

1 Price Range- 10 rupees per cup

Products- Machinery for making clay products like cups 

Current Market- Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka

2

3

Joseph Emmanuel

9171175610
C13
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K.Swuro

Location Nagaland

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2002

Raw Materials Wood

K.Swuro from Nagaland have been producing wooden cups,

spoons, and vases for around 20 years now. All their products are

homemade.

The firm is sourcing their raw material locally from Dimapur in

Nagaland. They sell to both businesses and consumers. They are

looking for funding for expansion of business.

1 Production capacity- Not available  

Products- Wooden cups, spoons, vases, serving bowls etc. 

Current Market- Nagaland

2

3

Swuro

9077506758C14
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Namma Boomi

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2010

Raw Materials Bagasse, Bamboo

Namma Boomi produces a range of eco-friendly products from

stationery to tableware made from bagasse and bamboo.

The firm sources nearly 60% of their raw materials from within India

and import the rest from abroad. They employ SHGs and have

received various awards. Major portion of their expenditure is spent

for marketing and engage in both online and offline sales.

1 Production capacity- 20 lakh/ month

Products- Stationery, tableware

Current Market- Pan-India

2

3

Arul Priya 

9840894992C15
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Himalaya Greens

Location Himachal Pradesh

Branches Ahmedabad

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials PBAT and PLA

Himalaya Greens produce compostable carry bags, packaging, and

cutlery which are made from PBAT and PLA. They are also in the

process of making bio fillers. They have the compostability certificate

from CPCB.

The plastic substitutes are the main challenge for this improving

sales of their products. Their raw material is imported. They also

cater to religious places like the golden temple. Their price of their

products varies around INR 200-350 per kg. Marketing is the biggest

cost incurred in their business activities.

1 Production capacity- 100 metric tonne per month

Products- Carry bags, packaging, cutlery

Current Market- Pan-India

2

3

Ashutosh Gupta 

9418035001
C16
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Shree Hari Areca

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu  

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2016

Raw Materials Areca and lotus leaves  

Shree Hari Areca’s machine produces plates made from natural

products like Areca and Lotus leaves. They ensure that the plates are

edible so that waste can be eaten by cows. They are exploring the

idea of using leaves with medicinal properties.

The raw materials are sourced locally, and from Assam. This accounts

for most of their production costs. Their 10-inch plates are priced at

6 rupees per plate and 12-inch ones at 7 rupees per plate. They

believe that once awareness about its benefits and the dangers of

plastic plates improves, sales of the machines would improve.

1 Production capacity- 400/ day

Products- Plates from leaves

Current Market- Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

2

3

Vinoth Kumar

9944592908
C17
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Green Mart

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu  

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Areca Leaf and Bagasse

Started in 2019, when TN Government. banned 14 SUPs to make day

to day activities more environmentally friendly which not only help

the environment.

The firm faces the problem of raw material sourcing during rainy

season due to seasonal fluctuations in raw material availability. Their

business works towards women empowerment and clean

environment.

1 Production capacity- 1 lakh units/ day

Products- Areca plates, cups, bowls, cutlery, banana leaf 

plates, paper straw, Bagasse products, paper bags  

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Prakash D 

9025682001
C18
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BDG Polymers Pvt Ltd

Location West Bengal 

Branches Four units in West Bengal 

Year of Establishment 2022

Raw Materials Wheat straw, rice straw, Bagasse 

(sourced from century paper & pulp, 

yash paper, quantum paper)

BDG polymers who was already in the packaging industry since

1996 with four manufacturing plants for plastic packaging entered

into environment friendly Agro based products from 2022.

The products have a good potential in Tamil Nadu due to availability

of raw materials such as sugarcane and rice. Their products are

listed on ecommerce websites but majority of the sales is through

offline mode.

1 Production capacity- 360 tonnes/ month 

Products- Bagasse plates, bowls, compartment trays,  

Aluminium foil containers, Aluminium foil rolls

Current Market- PAN India

2

3

Balan Nair 

9836988821
C19
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United Papers

Location Sivakasi, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1994

Raw Materials Paper, Bagasse

United papers was founded in 1994 and later they diversified their

portfolio into eco friendly products from 2018. They are

manufacturers, exporters and suppliers of a paper products.

They sell their products mostly to businesses through online and

offline mode of sales. The product price ranges from INR 1.40 to INR

14.50 for the table wares.

1 Production capacity- Not Available

Current Market- PAN India and exports3

Products- Bio paper plate, non-plastic PLA coated paper cups, 

banana leaf made of paper, banana leaf coated box, paper tray, 

table roll.

2

J.Kamalnath

9443545081
C20
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Earth Eco Solutions Pvt Ltd

Location Pune, Maharashtra

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Bagasse pulp (soured from Uttarakhand)

Earth Eco Solutions Pvt Ltd., established in 2021, manufactures eco

friendly products made of plant pulp under the brand YUPP. The

start-up aims to reduce the impact of plastic waste and promote

sustainable alternatives

The start-up is an initiative by women entrepreneurs and

organisation run and managed by women. The product are

biodegradable and can be converted into compost in 90 days. The

product price ranges from INR 100 to 400 for a pack of 25. The sales

are primarily through contact references and mainly caters to the

demands of businesses. In-house production centre has a water

recycling plant and 6 manufacturing machines.

1 Production capacity- 2 Tonnes/day

Current Market- PAN India3

Products- Bowls/cups, Round plates, containers with lid, 

compartment trays
2

Ranu Singhania

9822267099
C21
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Yash Pakka Ltd

Location Uttar Pradesh

Branches Uttar Pradesh, Bangalore (Karnataka)

Year of Establishment 1982

Raw Materials Bagasse pulp (sourced from UP)

The company was founded 40 years ago as a paper raw material

manufacturer and are engaged in sales of moulded bagasse pulp

products since past 6 years.

The product price ranges from INR 1.25 for small cups to INR 12 for

delivery boxes. The firm manufactures their products from raw

materials procured and ensures adherence to a zero wastage policy.

It recorded a sales worth of INR 35 Cr in FY 21 covering both B2B

and B2C sales through both online and offline modes of sales.

1 Production capacity- 12 Tonnes/day in UP plant and 6 

tonnes/day in Bangalore plant (franchise)

Current Market- PAN India and 35+ countries3

Products- Bowls/cups, Round plates, compartment trays, 

containers 
2

Amit Sharma

7827949817
C22

129



Yucca Bio-Green Products Pvt Ltd   

Location Trichy, Tamil Nadu         

Branches None  

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Tapioca, other root vegetables, starch      

Production Volume- 1700 pieces/ day    

Products- Edible cutlery, plates, cups etc.  

1

2

3 Current Market- Trichy, Tamil Nadu 

Yucca Bio-Green Products was founded in the year 2018. The R&D for

the product was done almost 10 years ago in Malaysia by the

founder. These are edible cutlery and can be consumed by humans

and animals. The firm operates with single machine and is incubated

in the NIT Trichy campus.

The raw material constitution has been patented with the Singapore

Government. The product has FSSAI certificate from the Government

of India.

Ravichandran

9655779100
C23

130



Selva’s Plastic 

Location Pondicherry, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1998

Raw Materials Compostable(PLA; PBAT) (sourced from 

Maharashtra, Gujarat and rigid

Plastic packaging,  packaging material in 

Pondicherry, Tamil Nadu)

1 Production capacity- Compostable: 600 Million Tonnes Per 

Annum (MTPA); Rigid plastic: 1000 MTPA

Products- Plastic bowls and lids containers and boxes (rigid 

plastic packaging); compostable bowls lids cups and glasses

Current Market- Southern India

2

3

Asokan

9442644208

Selva’s Plastic was manufacturing of Plastic Cups and Boxes since 1998.

but due to the Ban on Plastic Cups; Glasses imposed by State and

Central Governments it ventured into the compostable products (PLA&

PBAT) Cups, Glasses and containers. They are certified with CPCB for

compostability.

The product pricelist are shared to the customers as a quote and make

sales both online and offline. The main challenge in the field is that the

Compostable Products market is not growing up since the Banned

products are easily available at present.

C24

131
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Location Jammu and Kashmir         

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2006

Raw Materials PLA (Corn Starch) 

Production Volume- 1000 kg/ day     

Products- Glasses, round containers, mill trays, rectangular 

sheet boxes etc.   

1

2

3 Current Market- Jammu and Kashmir   

Shalimar Thermoforming was founded in the year 2006 originally and

is based out of Jammu and Kashmir. The firm was initially producing

the plastic thermoform products. Post the implementation of the ban

on SUPs in Jammu and Kashmir, they transitioned from plastic to bio-

degradable material.

The major challenge for the firm is in terms of lack of demand for the

product due to the high price of the product which in turn is

attributable to the increased cost of production.

Shalimar Thermoforming Pvt Ltd S C Dutta

9419196126
C25
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Eco Green Foundation

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches Volunteer base in entire Tamil Nadu

Year of Establishment 2017

Raw Materials Not applicable

1 Production capacity- Not available 

Products-E-vehicles and project works related to agriculture 

and alternates to plastic

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

G.Sagayam 

9940589692

Eco Green foundation has projects for trainings in Areca plate

manufacturing, cloth bag, organic farming, eco tourism and provide

solution for the entrepreneurs in sourcing the raw materials by

creating a network of eco alternatives provides and thereby

increasing its availability. They face challenge due to inter

competition of traders and sellers. The NGO promotes women

empowerment, SHGs and rural enterprises.

Eco Green foundation is a Not for profit organization started with a

vision to create entrepreneurs in the field of agriculture and

alternate to plastics. They have trained and made ~150

entrepreneurs in Tamil Nadu as of now.

C26
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Adyar Ananda Bhavan Sweets A2B

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches Pan India

Year of Establishment 1970

Raw Materials Primarily bagasse 

1 Production capacity- Not available

Products- Packaging for food delivery, Single use cutleries

Current Market- Global Brand

2

3

Adyar Ananda Bhavan is one of the major chain of vegetarian

restaurant and confectioners with over 100 branches across India,

and has started using eco-friendly alternatives to replace single use

plastics for food packaging.

A2B has started replacing alternatives to plastics wherever possible

and has completely banned the usage of single use plastics. They

have been collaborating with alternative manufacturers to try and

make their entire packaging plastic free. They have also made sure

that they use eco-friendly plates and cutleries for their catering

services.

General Manager

9941358308
C27
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Location Nagercoil, Tamil Nadu          

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1992 

Raw Materials Terracotta       

Production Volume- Not applicable as not yet 

commercialised     

Products- Terracotta cooking ware    

1

2

3 Current Market- Not applicable as not yet commercialised  

The firm is currently run, in association with Indian Institute of

Technology Madras and Anna University. Most of the machineries

are invented by in- house researcher which use patented

technologies. They have currently received interest from the Indian

Oil Corporation for funding one of their manufacturing units.

Center for Social Development focuses on production of terracotta

products that can be used on electric appliances like induction. The

products include terracotta cookware that are fabricated. These can

be used on induction and microwaved too. The center has also

worked on energy saving cookware.

Centre for Social Development Bagavatheeswaran

9443137457
C28
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Pavitra Areca Leaf Plate Manufacture

Location Vellore, Tamil Nadu  

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Areca Leaf 

Pavitra Areca Leaf Plate Manufacture was started in 2020 with the

objective of manufacturing eco friendly plates to make people Go

Green by ensuring a clean environment, hygienic products and

affordable prices . The primary product is areca leaf plates and other

cutleries manufactured using plate manufacturing machines.

The startup aims to reduce the impact on our environment by

creating and promoting food grade certified Areca Leaf products

which are being produced with 100% natural, eco-friendly and

biodegradable materials.

1 Production capacity- 10000 units/ month 

Products- Areca plates, cups and bowls 

Current Market- Vellore, Tamil Nadu and few export options 

2

3

T.Jagadeeshan

9361134554
C29
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Location Virudhunagar, Tamil Nadu            

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Wheat flower, rice flour, coconut oil, 

jaggery powder      

Production Volume- 2000- 2500 pieces/ month       

Products- Edible cutlery      

1

2

3 Current Market- PAN India   

The start-up has plans of expansion to Madurai and Chennai and

aspire to expand their business to additional locations. Products are

sold through both online and offline modes.

Umaa 5 Foods which was founded in the year 2021, make edible

cutlery out of food materials as a replacement to disposable plastic

cutlery. These are decomposable and does not harm the

environment. The price of their products range from INR 3 to INR 5,

the raw material cost in this is around INR 1.5.

Umaa 5 Foods Uma Maheswari

9677578844
C30
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Ecosure Pulp Moulding Technologies Pvt Ltd

Location Greater Noida, New Delhi 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Sugarcane Bagasse, Rice, Wheat 

bamboo  

1 Production capacity- Not applicable  

Products- Inhouse and bought out pulp mill setups for 

ligno-cellulosic material.

Current Market- Pan India

2

3

Ecosure Pulp Moulding Technologies offers sustainable solutions to

produce inhouse pulp fiber from non-wood resources using

chemical free patented technologies and to produce fiber moulded

products as a replacement for single use plastics.

The firm offers semi and fully automatic machines completely

made in India which are efficient in producing 100% plastic free

and naturally biodegradable products.

Mohit Kumar

9873003226
C31
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Marine Equipments

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches 2 (Adyar, Ekkatuthangal)

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Clay

1 Production capacity- Not available 

Products- Clay plates, bottles, tableware, refrigerators

Current Market- Pan India

2

3

Marine equipment is a dealer of Mitti Cool (Soul of the soil) who

manufacture and supply earthenware products and it work

towards a mission of promoting products made on clay and their

medicinal benefits and the traditional importance.

The firm has a wide range of innovative products from water

bottles made from clay to a refrigerator made out of clay. These

products are obtained from Mitti Cool which has been supported

through various Government schemes like clean India, make in

India, Rural employment schemes etc.,

K. Ajith

9789018117
C32
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Ewalusion (Eco-Friendly Food Packaging)

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Areca, corn starch, bagasse

1 Production capacity- Not available 

Products- Biodegradable plates, containers, meal trays. 

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Ewalusion, founded in 2018 in Chennai has been providing eco-

friendly tableware products and food packaging containers. The

firm was founded with an aim to reduce the impact of usage of

single use plastics.

Ewalusion is registered as a small scale industry, backed with good

infrastructure to cater to their orders. In order to expand the

business and bring in more innovation in the field of manufacturing

eco-friendly alternatives to plastic, they are planning to engage more

in research and development.

Dilip

8939501000
C33
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Swasthik Ecopaper Creations 

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Paper

1 Production capacity- 5 to 6 lakh straws per day

Products- Paper straws, customised paper straws, 3 ply paper 

straws, Printed paper straws, 4 ply paper straws,  4-10 mm 

Paper Straws, bending straws

Current Market- Pan India

2

3

Swasthik Eco Paper Creations manufactures paper straws in Chennai

since 2019 January. The firm was founded around the time when the

ban was implemented in the State against the single-use plastic items.

The firm is one of the largest manufacturers of paper straws with

good infrastructure support.

The strength of the paper straws is 30% more compared to the

common paper straws to retain shape and firmness in liquids and

avoiding any contamination of the drink.

Raunaq Chandak 

6385170066
C34
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S.P. Machines

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches Gujarat

Year of Establishment 2000

Raw Materials Areca leaves

S.P. Machines produces high quality plates from Areca leaves. They

also produce paper-bag making machines.

The raw materials are sourced locally. It costs INR 8 per plate to

produce. The main challenge they face is the seasonality of orders

during various periods. They plan to increase production in the near

future.

1 Production capacity- 10000/ shift (Plates)

Products- Plates from leaves, paper bag machines 

Current Market- Pan-India 

2

3

R P Selvam

9445147002
C35
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Fortune Paper Tubes & Cores 

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches Chennai, Madurai and Coimbatore

Year of Establishment 2005

Raw Materials Paper, tin, recycled paper, agrowaste 

boards

Fortune was started in 2005 as a global provider of a variety of paper

cores, industrial products, protective packaging and canisters. Fortune

is now focusing on expanding to composite canisters by setting up

plants in multiple locations.

FTPC is focussing on improving demand for their products. The

products are sold mainly through GEM portal and direct marketing

as these products has to be pushed to promote sales. Their products

cost INR 60 to 90 per kg and they sell 100 tonnes of products per

month.

1 Production capacity- 20,000 units/day

Current Market- Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andra Pradesh. Exports 

to Srilanka and UAE

3

Products- Paper core, Tubes, Composite canisters, Paper edge 

protector
2

A Somanathan

9840756736
C36
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Kagzi Bottle Pvt Ltd

Location Noida

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2021

Raw Materials Recycled paper, PLA, Wheat plant

Kagzi Bottle was founded in 2021 by Samiksha Ganeriwal with an

innovative idea of India’s first paper bottle and patented technology

to replace single use plastics. The absence of eco-friendly

alternatives to bottles in the market was the motivation behind the

innovation.

The products are still in R&D phase and have not commenced sales

as of now. The paper bottles are intended for packing toiletries like

soap, shampoo, lotions etc., The products are likely to be priced INR

1.20 for water proof pouches, INR 80 per box of 100 straw, and INR

20 per bottle.

1 Production capacity- in R&D phase

Current Market- in R&D phase3

Products- Kagzi bottles, water proof pouches, wheat plant 

straw
2

Samiksha Govil

9999105362
C37
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S.V. Handicrafts

Location Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1979

Raw Materials Coconut shells, neem wood and seeds 

(locally sourced)

S.V. handicrafts was founded way back in 1979 and it is run by 3rd

generation of craftsmen in the family. All products are handmade

from coconut shells.

The products are sold offline through direct marketing, organic

marts and wholesale markets. They have received numerous

recognitions and awards such as the Kalashri from Government of

Haryana, Utility award and Kalai Chemmai Award from Government

of Tamil Nadu. The product prices range from INR 30 to INR 4500

per product.

1 Production capacity- ~ 1 to 2 lakh units month

Current Market- PAN India and exports to Germany, France, 

Finland.
3

Products- Coconut shell products ( utensils and jewellery 

products)
2

S Jeya Cruz 

9445152693
C38
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PI Green Innovations Pvt Ltd  

Location Pune, Maharashtra 

Branches None 

Year of Establishment 2019 

Raw Materials Mild steel  

PI Green Innovations was started in the year 2019. They have very

innovative products such as retrofit emission control devices and

after treatment system. Their model of operations is primarily

Business to Business (B2B). The machinery and the related

technology deployed are made in India.

1 Profit Margin- 10% profit margin per product 

Products- retrofit emission control devices and after 

treatment system

Current Market- Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Karnataka, Gujarat  

2

3

Dinesh S R  

9600162803
D1

148



Cats Ecosystems Pvt Ltd

Location Nashik, Maharashtra 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Machinery

Cats Ecosystems designed a portable, non-contact, single sensor

laser device for measuring air quality within 75 square kilometres of

its placement. It can measure the composition of all the gases in the

environment.

The product is 30% cheaper than other similar devices. While the

laser is imported, the rest of the device is developed in-house. They

have received grants from the Department of Science and

Technology, Government of India.

1 Production capacity- to be commercialised

Products- Air-quality measuring device

Current Market- Planning for US and Europe 

2

3

Biren Shah

9371578575
D2
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Sustainable Approach for Green Environment 

Location Mumbai

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2016

Raw Materials Machinery

SAGE is an idea conceived from the Indian Institute of Technology,

Bombay. They have a product called the Ambient Air Cleaning

System which removes pollutants from the air, and can be used

around traffic junctions, construction sites and industries.

The firm is working for MSME certification currently. Their product is

manufactured by subcontractors, and their raw materials are sourced

from within India. They are planning to expand beyond Maharashtra.

1 Production capacity- Not applicable 

Products- Air Purifier

Current Market- Maharashtra

2

3

Awkash Kumar Gupta

7208246617
D3
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Chakr Innovation Pvt Ltd

Location Delhi

Branches Pune

Year of Establishment 2015

Raw Materials Steel, machinery parts

Chakr Innovation produces a retrofit emission control device which 

helps purify particulate matter and CO from the exhaust of a diesel 

generator.   

The firm has received funding from Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 

(ONGC). Their raw materials like steel are sourced from within India. 

Manufacturing contributes to most of their cost.

1 Production capacity- Not applicable 

Products- Retrofit emission control device 

Current Market- Pan-India

2

3

Anmol Khandelwal 

9958057556
D4
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Gradiant India Pvt Ltd 

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches 13 global offices

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Not applicable 

1 Production capacity- Not applicable 

Current Market- Worked in Gujarat, Maharashtra and 

Karnataka
3

Products- ZLD, clean tech water solution, carrier gas 

extraction, Bio Infinity, RO Infinity, Selective chemical 

extraction, free radical Oxidation  . Provide machineries, 

contracting, digital solutions and end to end solution provider.

2

. 

The firm provide services to industries and various Governments. The

production process is designed to help minimize water consumption

by using recycled water for the production.

Gradiant India is a solution provider and developer of cleantech water

projects. They provide services on project development, digital

solutions, industrial water and waste water treatment, desalination

and water reuse technology, drinking and ultrapure water technology,

Minimum Liquid Discharge (MLD) and Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD)

technologies.

Cibhi Selven

9488437773
D5
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Dynamic Megaceutics

Location: Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Not applicable

1 Production capacity- Not applicable

Current Market- Have installed plants in Namakkal and 

Bangalore 
3

Products- Provide services and technology solution for Carbon 

capture plants for Industrial purpose
2

The Carbon capture plants solution will be provided by the company

which will be used by the industrial person for installation of the

same. These plants capture carbon and is utilized for algal growth

which can be used for dye degradation purpose. Currently, the firm is

cultivating it in ponds and are planning for a reactor plant

installation. This technology helps in reducing the carbon footprint of

the industry.

With a motive to effectively use the gases produced by industries and

reduce air pollution and with a motto of using waste to produce useful

products Dynamic ventured into developing solutions for carbon

capturing.

Ramya

8834461831
D6
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ASAR Green Kabadi Pvt. Ltd.

Location Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2014

Raw Materials Not Applicable

Initially starting with trading of household scrap, the company moved

on to cater small, large businesses, and corporates. As the business

grew, it further provided Extended Producer Responsibility related

services and Kabadiwala App is now a one stop solution for waste

related problems, providing transparency and traceability of the

waste management process.

1 Production capacity- Not Applicable

Current Market- Bhopal, Indore, Raipur, Nagpur, Lucknow3

Products- TheKabadiwala app2

The Kabadiwala is a product of ASAR Green Kabadi Pvt Ltd. which is a

technology driven company working on Software as a Service (SaaS)

model to organise waste sector. Given the challenges in disposal of e-

waste and other household scrap as the sector is informal, the

founder had decided to venture into this business.

Anuradha

9425019280
D7
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Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverages Pvt Ltd 

Location: Bangalore, Karnataka (HQ)

Branches: PAN India

Year of Establishment 1997

Raw Materials Glass

1 Production capacity – The RVMs has a collection capacity of 

25 Kg

Products- Reverse Vending Machines and Reusable Glass 

Bottles 
2

Current Market- The RVMs are installed in almost 50 locations 

across India. 

3

To achieve the larger global and India’s program of World without

Waste and with an initiative of collecting back the plastic waste. HCCB

had introduced its Reverse Vending machines around 6 years ago.

The RVMs are installed in partnership with Biocrux India and have

installed these Siliguri, West Bengal, Himachal Pradesh, Sikkim,

Maharashtra, Mumbai and other key locations. The RVMs costs

approximately INR 3.5 lakhs per unit. The main challenge faced is in

terms of logistics of waste management.

S. Thomson

9176662885
D8
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Rigel Bioenviron Solutions Pvt Ltd

Location: Kolkata, West Bengal

Branches No

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials High Carbon waste

1 Production capacity- Not appliable, The technology is ready 

for licensing or transfer

Current Market- Expected market India and global3

Products- Technology solution providers and providers of 

Biodegradable plastic granules and technology to produce the 

same

2

The company is working on technology scaleup project to produce

PHA bioplastic from agro wastewater which advocates for carbon

sequestration and low carbon footprint. The process is versatile and

can be adapted for various water/waste water thus having a high

ROI from waste water treatment facility. Bioplastic granule costs half

the market price as they are produced from waste.

Rigel Bioenviron Solutions Pvt. Ltd. is a Start-Up in the field of

biotechnology in India, venturing into Bio Polymers, Bio Chemicals

and Environment. They aim to convert organic wastes into various

value-added products

Sanchita Mukherjee

9836967368
D9
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Location Chennai, IITM, Tamil Nadu          

Branches Not applicable as still in R&D stage 

Year of Establishment 2021 

Raw Materials Not applicable   

Production Volume- Not applicable as still in R&D stage      

Products- Sensors for air and noise pollution 

1

2

3 Current Market- Not applicable as still in R&D stage 

The product can cover a radius of 500 meters both indoor and

outdoors. The firm is currently in a pilot stage running trials for the

product.

Sensuair Pvt Ltd 

Sensuair was founded in the year July 2021 and sells low-cost sensor

for air quality monitoring. The sensors are enabled through Internet

of Things and can present a dashboard with the findings of the

sensors. The firm also have sensors for noise pollution monitoring.

The technology behind the machinery is a combination of the

outsourced technology and patented.

Aswingiri

9095480815
D10
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Location IITM, Chennai, Tamil Nadu          

Branches Not applicable as still in R&D stage 

Year of Establishment 2021 

Raw Materials Not applicable  

Production Volume- Pilot phase, demand based production       

Products- Air quality monitoring censor, cyclofile, indoor 

airpurifier, road dust collector, exhaust emission control device. 

1

2

3 Current Market- Not applicable as they are in pilot phase  

Envitran Smart Systems Pvt Ltd 

Envitran is a start up founded by a group of youngsters and is based

out of the IITM research park. They have been working on multiple

products and technologies to contain air pollution. They are a team

of 4 to 5 researchers. They have so far worked on 4 technologies, 2 of

them are patented and 2 of them are yet to be patented.

Dr. Nidhi Verma

7060309649
D11
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Re Sustainability IWM Solutions Ltd

Location Hyderabad, Telangana 

Branches Telangana, Tamil Nadu

Year of Establishment 2004

Raw Materials Not applicable

1 Production capacity- Not applicable

Products- Waste management solutions and Environmental 

Consulting

Current Market- Tamil Nadu

2

3

Re Sustainability IWM solutions is a public limited company

formerly known as Tamil Nadu waste management limited, a

division of Ramky Enviro Engineers Limited is providing hazardous

waste management solutions by direct land filling, land filling after

treatment and Incineration

The company carries major operations in Tamil Nadu and carries out

extensive waste management in private and government entities.

Sridhar Reddy

9047011161
D12
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Duton Florosense ESPL

Location Mysore, Karnataka 

Branches Bangalore, Texas, service stores in Delhi 

and Mumbai

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Not applicable 

1 Production capacity- Not applicable 

Products- Ambient Air Quality Monitoring, Energy monitoring, 

Water quality monitoring and data management & analysis

Current Market- Not yet commercialised

2

3

Duton Florosense is a Environmental consulting and technology

offering form. They have Internet of Things (IoT) and air pollution

based products for reducing air-pollution using patented material

The firm has stores setup for testing the equipment and are

planning to set up assembly lines. They have services in Duton

consultancy, Applied IOT and Energy optimisation of which the Air

ambinent quality monitoring comes under Duton.

Rohit Patole

9834599576
D13
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Devic Earth Pvt Ltd

Location Bangalore, Karnataka

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2019

Raw Materials Not applicable

1 Production capacity- Inhouse manufacturing facility at 

Bangalore

Products/ services- Pure skies  

Current Market- PAN India and have also implemented it in 

Chile

2

3

Devic Earth Pvt Ltd product, Pure Skies pollution control technology

reduces the particulate matter pollution by half. The solution is

aimed at reducing air pollution at thermal power, cement plants,

chemical plants, Automobile, Outdoor events, steel, mining, heavy

industries and smart cities.

It works on the principle of pulse radio waves and makes the particles

heavier and settle down. They have provided services for Lucknow

municipal government and achieved a 64% reduction in PM for a 10

km radius (Link). Pure Skies, a smart IoT-enabled air pollution control

technology helps to keep PM2.5 & PM10 under check.

Kanak Tahlani

6363664424
D14
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Purelogic Labs India Pvt Ltd 

Location Delhi

Branches Delhi, China, Egypt

Year of Establishment 2017

Raw Materials Sensor components ( imported)

1 Products- PM 2.5 and PM 10 sensors, Ambient Air Quality 

monitor, Air Quality sensor.

Current Market- PAN India, concentrated in the Northern 

region
2

Purelogic Labs India Pvt Ltd is a hardware industrial company which

build electronic hardware from scratch. The Air Quality Index (AQI)

depicts the extent of air pollution at a particular location. They are

manufactures of Air quality monitoring systems for Indoor and

outdoor monitoring. The founder having faced personal issues due

to air pollution coming from abroad found that there are no proper

Air quality monitoring systems in place and started this venture.

The Air Quality Index website is an open public website which

gives the AQI of the regions while they also provide localized AQI

monitoring systems and have provided services for corporates,

research institutes. The product costs range from INR 45K upto 5

lakh which are lower compared to conventional systems.

Nikhil Sharma

9582818920
D15
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Bosch Ltd
Shri Pradeep TP

9620212658

1 Production capacity- Development centre (hardware and 

software solutions) is setup in India and Hardware units are 

manufactured at Bosch production plant in Germany

Current Market- India, Europe and US markets

Products- Air Quality monitoring box, Air Quality dispersion 

modelling , Environmentally sensitive traffic management

2

3

Bosch Limited Air Quality solutions is focused on providing precise

data to assess and improve air quality and identify the emission

sources in a broad scale. Bosch provides end-to-end engineering and

technology solutions. The products cost depend on the project scope

and prefer B2B model of sales. The major challenge faced is to adopt

and scale up digital solutions to tackle major environmental

risks across Indian cities.

The vision of Bosch is to provide the relevant stakeholders with

supplementary air quality data, analytics and insights from which

measures can be derived for countering increasing levels of pollutants.

D16
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Location Bangalore, Karnataka

Branches The Bosch Group operates in India through 

12 companies, 16 manufacturing units, 7 

development and application centre

Year of Establishment 2017 (India)

Raw Materials Not applicable



SPS Kalyan Machine Designers

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu 

Branches Two plants (Coimbatore) 

Year of Establishment 2020

Raw Materials Machinery manufacturers 

1 Production capacity- ~ 40 days required to manufacture one 

machine manually

Products- Machine (for producing alternate plastic products 

made of agricultural waste) 

Current Market- Tamil Nadu, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Odisha, 

exports to UAE. 

2

3

S. Kalyanakumar

9597715496

SPS Kalyan Machine Designers are machinery manufacturers and

designers for producing alternatives for paper and plastic using

agricultural material to produce biodegradable and edible products

The machinery costs from 5.2 lakh to 6.5 lakhs and can produce

~2000 units in 8 hrs. Any type of agricultural waste can be used and

helps in solving three major problems of single raw material,

machine maintenance and marketing. The machine can produce

products from above 30 raw materials which is locally available, the

company provides training on major machinery maintenance and

currently has less competition in the sector.

D17
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K.U.Sodalamuthu & Co Pvt Ltd  

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1970

Raw Materials paper 

K.U.Sodalamuthu & Co Pvt Ltd manufactures machines which allow

paper conversion and paper recycling. They offer a wide range of

products which include paper tubes and cones making machinery.

The motors for their machines are imported from abroad, while

other raw materials like iron and steel are sourced locally. This

accounts for most of their costs. The price of their products range

from INR 3 to 40 per product.

1 Production capacity- 1 tonne – 5 tonne plates per day

Products- Paper cones, Packaging

Current Market- 60 countries

2

3

Balamurugan

0422-4242100
D18
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Paperman

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches Multiple

Year of Establishment 2008

Raw Materials NA

Paperman, established in 2008, has a blockchain enabled

technology platform that allows global corporations to fulfill their

Extended Producer Responsibility compliance.

The platform offers data analytics and reporting of on-the-ground

activities of informal trash sector which aids development of strategy

for waste management

1 Production capacity- Not applicable 

Products- Not applicable

Current Market- Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

2

3

Vardhaman

9840549126
D19
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Kaatru- IIT cube

Location Chennai, Tamil Nadu 

Branches None

Year of Establishment 2018

Raw Materials Electro chemical sensors, optical light 

scattering sensors

Kaatru provides Hyper local air quality insights. It aims to provide

pan-India, hyperlocal air quality intelligence. Kaatru is on a mission

to change by helping the world breathe cleaner air. The platform

simplifies air quality measurement and analysis.

Kaatru provide B2B services and the prices depends on the scale of

the project uses electrochemical sensor for measuring the gases and

optical light scattering sensors for measuring the size and mass of

the particulate matter. And use cloud based monitoring platform and

machine learning algorithms used to analyse the data to predict the

impact on human, animal and vegetation.

1 Production capacity- more than 50 air quality monitoring 

devices per month

Products- a) Mobile air quality monitoring devices b) On 

demand high resolution air quality assessment c) Road 

condition information d) Customized insights and analysis 

of air quality and mitigation strategies

Current Market- India;  have deployed devices in Chennai, 

Gurugram and Mumbai as of now

2

3

Satish Swaminathan

9087132068
D20
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Eco Green UnitD21

Location Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Branches None

Year of Establishment 1999

Raw Materials Areca leaf, Coir, Banana fibre

Eco Green Unit is a social enterprise which is into community based

development program, Women's empowerment, environment

Awareness, organic farming sectors, ECO Tourism, income generating

activities for women groups through Wealth from waste concept &

rural upliftment. They are into machinery manufacturing and training

The enterprise trains people on manufacture of eco friendly products

started around Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry region and extended all

over India. They have promoted 18000 entrepreneurs all over world.

1 Production capacity- Not available

Products- Areca leaf plate making machinery, Banana Fiber 

extraction machinery, Banana fibre mat weaving machinery, 

Coir Pot making machinery, Areca leaf products, Coir products 

and banana fiber products

Current Market- PAN India and global (UK, Italy, Laos, Nepal, 

Africa, Cambodia, Nagaland, Netherlands, Vietnam, Thailand, 

Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Bangkok, Andaman and Nicobar islands) 

2

3

SK Babu 

9600876767



Feedback from exhibitors



Feedback on the Eco Alternatives Expo

“Thankyou so much organizing team for such a 

wonderful event. Great effort by the entire 

team”

- Green Craft Cotton Bags

“…Really appreciate Planning, Execution and 

the team work. Kudos to the well organised 

efforts and kind cooperation in each and every 

facets. From Top level officials to root level 

staffs are available to support even in 

midnight. Excellent Coordination”

-Mass Apparel and Designs

“Thanks for the opportunity in Eco 2022 expo 

for SUP alternative Event and accommodation 

with great 360 degree support and services.”

- Green Mart

“We are looking forward such a great event 

from TNPCB in future to hand together to 

remove plastics from the society. Thanks you 

once again to TNPCB and each and every staff 

who supported right from van co-ordination to 

stall co-ordination to entire event co-

ordinations”

- A&B products

“Thank you to TNPCB for this fantastic 

opportunity. Today I was also in a panel 

discussion on challenges for manufactures of 

sustainable products. We spoke of many 

challenges and the audience was extremely 

interactive. Will share an excerpt of the 

discussion soon”

-Astu Eco Pvt ltd

“Thanks for inviting the startups for this Mega 

event. So many startups on one platform 

Excellent networking Thank you so much 

Government of India, and Government of Tamil 

Nādu for this excellent exposure for all of us, 

from almost all the states of our nation.”

-Abhyudaya industries

“Thanks to all organizers. We had a fabulous 

response for our Self Adhesive Paper Tapes and 

Paper Bubble Wrap”

-Velmayil Enterprises 

“Exposure is the first step towards success. 

Success is making others happy with our 

magical actions. Happy and pleased to be a 

part of this alternatives on SUP expo conducted 

by TNPCB for giving this opportunity to make 

this planet more healthy”

-Reboot U

“Although with lot of challenges, TNPCB has 

done an excellent exhibition. Flocks of same 

feather could gather and exchange ideas 

through this. Thanks for all the support and 

looking for more.”

-Vir Naturals Pvt ltd
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Responses from Financial Institution

“15 Stalls approached the Bank for 

assistance on their schemes”

- Union Bank of India

“ Around 4-5 Stalls approached the Bank 

for assistance on their schemes”

- Canara Bank

“10 Stalls approached the Bank for 

assistance on Start-up schemes & loans”

- ICICI

“10-12 stalls approached the bank for 

assistance on their scheme”

- HDFC Bank

“Since most of the stalls were micro and 

small scale industries, the bank claimed 

the stall's financial needs are out of 

their scope. SIDBI covers small scale 

industries with machineries and provide 

loans from Rs. 25 lakhs - Rs. 40 Lakhs.”

- SIDBI Bank
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Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change

Government of India

Indira Paryavaran Bhawan Jorbagh Road

New Delhi – 110 003 INDIA.

Email: amit.lov@nic.in

Environment, Climate Change and Forests Department

Government of Tamil Nadu

7th Floor, Namakkal Kavignar Maligai

Secretariat, Fort St George,

Chennai- 600 009

Email: eccfd@tn.gov.in

Tamil Nadu Pollution Control  Board

76, Mount Salai,

Guindy, Chennai - 600 032

Email: chairman@tnpcb.gov.in


